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WARD-BELMONT SCHOOL
liARD-BELMONT makes no statement which sheis not prepared to make real to the earnest,painstaking student. Her catalogues are pub-lished to give definite, trustworthy information,
and they embody the same fine principles of sincerity, truth,
and honor which she earnestly attempts to inculcate in her
students.
HISTORICAL SKETCH
Ward-Belmont is a union of Ward Seminary and Bel-
mont College. Ward Seminary was founded in 1865 by
William E. Ward, D.D., and Belmont College was founded
in 1890 by Misses Ida E. Hood and Susan L. Heron. In
June, 1913, the two schools were united on the Belmont
campus under the charter name, "The Ward-Belmont
School." Ward-Belmont is not forgetful of her past; she
honors her founders, she reveres the two parent schools, and
points with pride to that long line of graduates and stu-
dents who have gone out into life's service, and whose happy
memories and genuine affection for the old schools now bind
them to the new.
A record of long service in a national field constitutes
the richest heritage and the real asset with which Ward-
Belmont pursues her new and larger life.
NAS.HVILLE AND ITS ATTRACTIONS
Nashville has an enviable record as a historical, educa-
tional, and cultural center.
The chosen location of great universities, professional
schools, colleges, and preparatory schools, Nashville has
established a far-famed reputation as a center of learn-
ing. Ward Seminary and Belmont, through their long and
honored careers, have contributed much toward winning
for the city of Nashville her merited title of "The Athens
of the South." These two schools, in cooperation with Van-
derbilt University and George Peabody College for Teach-
I. I
I
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ers, have given a distinct charm and atmosphere of culture
which makes this city an ideal home for students.
On an imposing eminence the State Capitol stands, an
interesting example of classic architecture. In its grounds
is the tomb of President James K. Polk. Located at a cen-
tral point in the Centennial Park is a facsimile of the Par-
thenon, true in every detail. On one of the many beautiful
drives and car lines is Belle Meade, for many years a cele-
brated stock farm. Twelve miles from Nashville is the
Hermitage, the home and burial place of Andrew Jackson,
President, statesman, and warrior. Not far from the Ward-
Belmont campus is the battlefield of Nashville, and near by
stretches the scene of the battles of Franklin and Stones
River. Within a' few hours' ride are Lookout Mountain
and Mammoth Cave. Nashville is within easy reach of all
the historical points of Tennessee.
In addition to the cultural advantages offered by Nash-
ville through its educational and historical interests, an
opportunity is given by the city to hear many of the most
famous artists, readers, and lecturers. Nashville "thus af-
fords the means for acquiring a most liberal culture.
THE CAMPUS
Ward-Belmont stands in the beautiful hilltop park for-
merly owned by Belmont College, and to both the grounds
and buildings handsome additions have recently been made.
The campus, containing thirty acres, is surrounded by one
of the best residence sections of Nashville. Embowered in
trees and shrubs which represent the artistic planting and
cultivation of sixty years, this naturally picturesque park
makes a campus of unusual beauty. It is sufficiently re-
moved to give that quiet and seclusion which are conducive
to st~dious habits; yet the railway station, the shopping
districts, and the churches of all denominations in the city
are. eas~ly accessible by car. The site is on the highestele-
vation I~ the Vanderbilt University and the Peabody Col-
lege sections, and is within easy walking distance of either.
CLIMATE AND HEALTH
. The bracing atmosphere and temperate climate of Mid-
dle Tennessee make Nashville an ideal location for school
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work. Pupils from more northern States, as well as those
from farther south, find here a school home unexcelled in
physical advantages. The mild weather and the inviting
campus encourage outdoor sports and games, which have
contributed much toward maintaining the phenomenal
health record of the school.
Ward-Belmont realizes just how much the health of its
students depends on physical conditions, and safeguards
their health in every possible way. The buildings are sani-
tary; the drinking water is filtered, sterilized, cooled, and
is supplied in hygienic fountains throughout the buildings;
a trained and experienced nurse has charge of a well-
ordered infirmary. Though the school has been singularly
free from communicable diseases and has never been visited
by an epidemic of any kind, yet an isolation hospital is
maintained as a guard against such an epidemic. A fur-
ther precaution is the requirement that a certificate of good
health be furnished by every resident student.
Ward-Belmont realizes that in order to reach the best
mental as well as physical results, 'one must have good,
nourishing food. Especial care is paid, therefore, to the
meals and their preparation. The kitchen and bakery have
the latest improvements in steam cooking, gas and elec-
tric appliances, and cold storage; the dining hall is com-
modious and attractive. The menus are supervised by a
trained dietitian. A diet table under the supervision of this
dietitian is maintained for those whose health requires it.
In addition to the physical safeguards and the abundant
supply of wholesome, nutritious food, the regular habits and
ordered life of the school, and physical culture scientifically
adapted to the student's individual needs, are potent fac-
tors in promoting the excellent health record of Ward-Bel-
mont.
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
The plan of the buildings is that of a-quadrangle with
one open side. On the north side of this square IS t?e ~am
building, consisting of the drawing rooms, the auditorium,
the dining rooms and four dormitories; on the east, two
other residence halls Pembroke and Heron Hall; and on
the south 'the Academic Building. In addition. to these
there are three cottages-Heronholm, Leftwich Lodge, Rose
Page fifteen
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Cottage-several small buildings used for music practice
and art crafts, the green-house, and at greater distance the
isolation hospital and the heating plant. The buildings are
handsome and commodious, and are models in their adapta-
tion to school use. They are fitted with the most improved
methods of sanitation, heating, lighting, ventilation, and
fire escapes.
The Academic Building, in classic colonial arhitecture,
was completed and equipped in 1914 at a cost of $150,000.
In this building are the large, well-lighted classrooms, the
library, the science laboratories, the expression and art
studios, an assembly hall, and the administration offices.
The library contains about six thousand volumes. Under
the care of experienced attendants, it is open at practically
all hours. With its well-chosen books of reference, with
its reading tables supplied with standard magazines and
daily papers, it is an inviting spot to the casual reader and
the serious student. This building also contains a white
tiled swimming pool, and a gymnasium well equipped with
apparatus, showers, dressing rooms, and lockers.
Since the dormitories are entirely separate from the
classrooms, they have a quiet, homelike atmosphere. The
residence halls are all practically new, freshly furnished,
and in their arrangements meet every demand of comfor-
table and refined home life. There are ample sanitary ap-
pointments and baths on every floor, while in Pembroke
and Heron Halls, which are"arranged in suites, there is a
bath between the two rooms of each suite. Each room ac-
commodates only two girls, and is furnished with a rug,
bureau, table, chairs. single iron beds, and, with few excep-
tiona, separate closets. All the rooms have outside exposure,
with abundant sunlight and fresh air.
Interested parents are requested to visit Ward-Bel-
mont, as only a personal inspection can give an ade-
quate idea of the way in which the comforts of a well-
ordered home have been combined with the essentials of a
well-equipped school.
EDENWOLD
In addition to the main campus Ward-Belmont has a
farm of ab~ut 600 acres in the beautiful blue grass region
near Nashville. The farm, Edenwold, is ten miles from the
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school, but is easily accessible by street car and train. The
farm house-built over 100 years ago, but recently re-
modeled-will be used as a club house for Ward-Belmont
girls. From the veranda of the old mansion there is a
magnificent view of the surrounding country with its rolling
acres of rich farm land and the wooded hills as a back-
ground in the distance. The farm faces the Cumberland
River for about a mile.
Edenwold serves a double purpose; it is an ideal place
for school outings, and furnishes products of the farm and
dairy for the school table. .
FACULTY
While Ward-Behnont has continual pride in her loca-
tion buildings, and equipment, yet she is ever conscious of
the fact that the real strength of any school must lie in its
teaching force. Ward-Belmont spares no expense in select-
ing her faculty, and in the various departments are men
and women of the highest ideals who have been educated
in standard colleges and universities of this country and
abroad, and who have had successful experience in the
classroom. In the literary work, in Music, Art, Expres-
sion, Home Economics, and in Physical Education, the same
high standards are upheld. Ward-Belmont believes that
true education is character building, and selects her faculty
with this in mind. That the inspiration from personal
touch between teacher and pupil may be kept cons~antly
at the maximum, the school maintains th~appr~Xlmate
ratio of one teacher to ten pupils. Ward-Belmo,;,t IS cha:-
acterized by cordial friendship and sympathetic mterest In
the attitude of the faculty toward the students in all the
activities of the school.
HOl\lE LIFE
The President and his family and many of the teachers
live in the residence halls, and their p~esence as constant
advisers and sympathetic friends contributes much t.o that
spirit of comradeship and good cheer .so evident m the
school. Constant appeal is made for. slTI.ce.recooperation
on the part of every student in maintaining wh~lesome
standards of school living on the principle that kmdness
and confidence are more efficacious than stringent rules.
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The effect, therefore, is not one of repression, but of self-
restraint, resulting in that character development which
comes with a growing sense of obligation. Handsome par-
lors, attractive corridors, inviting rest rooms on every hall,
and the unusual feature of a roof garden for recreation, all
attest the care with which the home comforts and pleasures
have been anticipated.
I
SOCIAL CLUBS
Ten clubs with a membership of thirty to fifty each are
a pleasant feature of the social life of the school. Mem-
bership in the club is optional; every student has an oppor-
tunity to join. They meet formally once a week for social,
literary Of musical programs, and informally at other times
for recreation. A spirit of loyalty in the clubs develops in
the students. the best qualities, mental and moral as well
as social.
RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
The Christian homes all over the land are sources from
which our students come. Though no sectarianism is lived
or taught, every effort is made to stimulate and strengthen
the impulse toward Christian life and service. Regular
Bible courses form part of the curriculum and there is an
active Young Women's Christian Association in which the
members of the faculty cooperate heartily with the stu-
dents. The Association and the school jointly employ a
t~ained and experienced secretary, who devotes her entire
time to Y. W. C. A. work. The Sunday School conducted
by members of the faculty, systematic Bible training and
mISSIon~t.udy, daily devotional exercises at chapel, and fre-
quent VISItSby the pastors of the city, are among the
~ge~CleSby which the school life is made wholesome and
mspirmg, The spirit of church loyalty is fostered by re-
qumng each student to attend the church of her choice on
Sunday morning.
DRESS AND HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
Extra·vagance and extremes in dress are firmly discour-
aged. E~ery boarding pupil is required to have as the
school umform a plain tailored suit, either of dark blue or
of black. This suit may be purchased before coming to
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Nashville if a patron so desires. A sample of the shade
of blue that is to be used will be furnished on request. As
a part of this uniform are to be worn a white waist, black
shoes, and a black hat simply trimmed with black ribbon
or velvet, without flowers, feathers, or any color. This
suit must be used for street and church and on all public
occasions. No uniform is required during the school day,
but the clothing worn should be simple and suitable for
school use. All boarding pupils are expected to provide
themselves with bath robe, bedroom slippers, laundry bag,
hot-water bag, umbrella, raincoat, overshoes, thick walking
shoes, a comfort, pair of blankets, napkin ring, dresser and
washstand scarfs, and one trunk cover. Trunks must be
marked with full name and home address. All articles to
be sent to the laundry must be clearly marked with the
full name of the pupil. An abundant supply of table nap-
kins, towels, sheets, pillowcases, and bedspreads is fur-
nished each student at a charge of six dollars for the year.
LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
The presence in Nashville of great universities and pro-
fessional schools insures the coming of famous lecturers
and entertainers. Lectures on a great variety of subjects,
free to the student body, are delivered during the year by
men and women who are experts on the themes they treat.
Artists of international reputation are frequently brought
to the city by Ward-Belmont and other organizations. In
recent years Ward-Belmont students have heard the follow-
ing, among other notable people:
I
Lecturers-President Arthur T. Hadley, E. E. Barnard, Leon H.
Vincent, Emil G. Hirsch, Russell H. Conwell, William Hawley Smith,
Lorado, Taft, William J. Bryan, President W. H. Taft, President
Woodrow Wilson, United States Senator Luke Lea, Robert E. Speer,
United States Senator W. R Webb, Dr. Carolyn Geisel. Francis E.
Clark, Bishop W. R. Lambuth, Evangelist J. Wilbur Chapman, Pres,
ident Joh~ Franklin Goucher, Bishop W. F. McDowell, Bishop Thomas
F. Gailor, Bishop Eugene R. Hendrix, President W. H. P. Faunce,
Dan Crawford of Africa, Henry Oldys, Camden M. Coburn (archesolo-
gist), Dr. G. Campbell Morgan, Bishop. McConnell, Henry Turner
Bailey, Stephen S. Wise, William D. MacClintock, Frank Alvah Par-
sons.
Authors-Hamilton W. Mabie. Richard G. Moulton, John A Wyeth,
Josiah Strong, Felix Adler. George Kennan, Marion Crawford, Newell
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Dwight Hillis. Lyman Abbott, Walter H. Page, ~. Ward Stinson,
James Whitcomb Riley, Ruth McEnery Stuart, Rabmdranath Tagore.
Readers-MontavilIe Flowers, Frank C. Elliott. Ida Benfey, Oaro-
line Gordon Leland Powers, Bertha Kunz Baker, Fred Emerson
Brooks, EUlie Mae Rushmore, Ella Sedgwick Southwick, C. E. W.
Griffith, Carolyn Faye Flanders, Madame Labadie.
Music-Tetrazzini, Melba, Eames, Paderewskf Liebling, SavilIie,
Ovide Musin. Clarence Eddy, Royal Italian Band, Metropolitan Grand
Opera Company in Parsifal, Calve, Kubelik, Leandro Campanati (vic-
iinist), Cecil Fanning (baritone), Madame Zimmerman (soprano),
Oscar Seagle (baritone), Leopold Kramer, Francis McMillin, Max
Bendix, Maud Powell, Arthur Hartmann, Fritz Kreisler, Emil Sauret,
Carl Grienauer, Steindel, Edward Baxter Perry, Leopold Winkler,
Sherwood, Gertrude Peppercorn, Burmeister, Jose! Hoffman. Mark
Hambourg, Bloomfield Zeisler, Percy Grainger. Augusta Cotlow, Har-
old Bauer, Carrena, Reisenauer, Godowski, de Pachman, George Ham-
lin, GlennHall, Bonci, Bispham, DeReszke, Muriel Foster. Homer, Schu-
mann-Heink, Mary Garden, Nordica, Sembrich, Gadsld, Alice Neilson,
Alma Gluck, Frances Ingram, Christine Miller, Julia Culp, Frederic
Morley, Angelo Cortese (harpist), Ricardo Martin, Jomelli, Gervllle
Reache ; the Zoellner String Quartette; Tollefsen Quartette; the
Strauss, Victor Herbert, Russian and Minneapolis Symphonies; the
Damrosch Orchestra; the United States Marine Band; the Savage
Opera Company, the Aborn Opera Company, the Lombardi Opera
Company.
EXCURSIONS
Nashville has an interesting historical and geographical
setting. Every year Our pupils are given opportunities to
visit the historical places of interest in or near Nashville.
It has been the custom to take a yearly trip to Washington
and to visit en route Lookout Mountain, Natural Bridge,
Luray Caverns, Norfolk, Portsmouth, and Virginia Beach.
Such a trip was taken in 1917 on the occasion of the presi-
dential inauguration; the party visited all the points men-
tioned, including New York and Niagara. Similar oppor-
tunities will be offered during 1917-18. An Eastern or
Southern trip will also be made during the Christmas holi-
days, if a sufficient number of pupils apply for it. In the
past we have had school parties spend the vacation in Eu-
rope. As SOonas conditions permit these European tours
will be resumed.
I
J !
NASHVILLE REFERENCES
Any patron of Ward-Belmont may be consulted; and
while we confidently refer inquirers to any citizen of Nash-
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ville, we are formally authorized to say that anyone of the
gentlemen named below will cheerfully answer inquiries:
James 1. Vance, D.D., Pastor First Presbyterian Church.
L. E. McNair, D.D., Pastor Moore Memorial Presbyterian Church.
George A. Morgan, D.D., Pastor West End Methodist Church.
Allen Fort, D.O., Pastor First Baptist Church.
Carey E. Morgan. D.O., Pastor Vine Street Christian Church.
H. J. Mikell, D.O., Rector Christ Church.
T. C. Ragsdale, D.O., Pastor McKendree Church.
T. A. Wigginton, D.O., Pastor Broadway Presbyterian Church.
Rabbi I. Lewinthal, Vine Street Temple.
Bishop W. R. Lambuth, Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
E. B. Chappell, D.O., Sunday School Editor of the M. E. Church,
South.
J. E. Clarke, D.O., Editor Presbyterian Advance, and Secretary
of the College Board of the Presbyterian Church, U. S. A.
S. H. Chester, D.O., Secretary Foreign Missions of the Presby-
terian Church in the United States.
Chancellor James H. Kirkland, LL.D., Vanderbilt University.
President Bruce R. Payne, LL.D., Geor,ge Peabody College for
Teachers.
W. F. Tillett, D.D., Dean Theological Department of Vanderbilt
University.
Dr. H. C. Tolman, Dean Vanderbilt University.
W. R. Manier, Sr., Secretary Commercial Club.
MUSIC, ART, AND EXPRESSION
In the education of girls and young women, it is impor-
tant that a proper balance be maintained between Literary
subjects and the Fine Arts. In this way only can a woman
be prepared best for her mission in the world. The work
of the school in the Liberal Arts is of the highest order,
and equal emphasis is placed on Music, Art, and Expres-
sion in all their branches. Frequent, music recitals of
the highest order tend to develop an appreciation for that
which is best in this rich field. Students are always made
welcome to the Art studios and the kiln, and special recep-
tions are given to cultivate a love for the beautiful in color
and form. In the School of Expression a weekly class les-
son in Poise and Speaking Voice is offered to all boarding
students without extra charge. Attractive studios and an
inspiring environment make the work of these departments
a genuine delight. The teachers represent the best culture
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and training of this country and Europe. They have estab-
lished an enviable reputation for Ward-Belmont as one of
the distinct centers for the training of young women in
these subjects so important in the development of ",sthetic
taste and temperament.
HOME ECONOMICS
The lifting of the home maker's work to its proper place
among the sciences is perhaps one of the most significant
recent educational reforms. Domestic Science and Domes-
tic Art are now regarded as essential in a well-rounded
education for women. Responding to this progressive move-
ment, Ward-Belmont maintains a thorough department for
the study of the home and its varied problems. A build-
-ing is specially equipped and set apart for this purpose. A
weekly class demonstration in Domestic Science, or a weekly
lesson in Household Decoration, is offered to all boarding
students without extra charge. With its comprehensive
courses, its attractive and well-equipped laboratories, and
with its able corps of teachers, this department of practical
worth holds an established place among the most popular
activities of the school.
RED CROSS COURSES
Realizing the peculiar situations of this year, the United
States Bureau of Education has said in one .of its letters:
HClasses giving practical instruction in home care of the
sick should be organized for all women students, and the
most recent knowledge concerning the care of infants and
children should be available to them. Special attention
should be given to diet requirements for maintennance of
health and efficiency; methods of eliminating all waste from
the household; and intelligent use of the more abundant
foods for those which are either scarce or of better keeping
qualities."
In order to meet these unusual needs, Ward-Belmont is
offering special courses in First Aid, Home Nursing and
Dietetics. The work is conducted by government nurses and
dietitians, and the, regular government examinations will be
given. The COUFSewill continue throughout the entire ses-
sion and will be divided into four parts-First Aid, Home
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Nursing and Elementary Hygiene, Surgical Dressings, and
Dietetics.
Credit in the regular course will be given on this work.
PHYSICAL CULTURE AND PLAYGROUND
SUPERVISION
Thorough courses are offered in Physical Education and
in Playground Supervision, subjects which are being em-
phasized to-day as never before in education. The campus
affords opportunity for outdoor games, the gymnasium is
so equipped that exercise may be adapted to the individual
needs of the pupil, and the swimming pool is modern at
every point and free to all resident students. Trained
teachers are in charge of every feature of this department.
The work in Playground Supervision is so planned that
the students enjoy the recreation, and at the same time
grasp the methods by which directed play may be made to
promote health, stimulate the intellect, and lift the moral
tone of any comm unity.
A Normal Course is offered for pupils who wish to pre-
pare to teach Physical Training.
COURSE OF STUDY IN LIBERAL ARTS
Ward-Belmont offers a six-year Classical Course, cor-
responding to the four years of a preparatory school and
the Freshman and Sophomore years of a standard four-
year college. A student who contemplates entering a cer-
tain college or university after the completion of the Clas-
sical Course should so advise the Dean in advance, that the
subjects which she takes in Ward-Belmont may be those
required by that institution.
The General Course, of equal length, is provided for
the larger number who do not intend to do further college
work after graduation from Ward-Belmont. In this course
more liberty in choice of subjects is allowed. With certain
limitations, Music, Art, Expression, and Home Economics
may be included and counted toward graduation. .
Ward-Belmont also grants a First-Year College Certifi-
cate either Classical or General, for the completion of pre-
scribed courses of study corresponding to the four years
of hi zh school and one year of college. These certificateso .
I
r
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are intended primarily for students who for some reason
see fit to end their study with one year of college work.
At the end of the first four years of the course, corre-
spondingto the high schoolperiod, students may earn either
the CollegePreparatory Certificate or the High School Cer-
tificate, provided the proper balance has been maintained
by the completionof courses prescribed. The College Pre-
paratory Course is offered for students who expect to com-
plete the Classical Course. Those earning the Certificate
for the completionof this course may be admitted without
examination to the leading colleges and universities. The
High SchoolCourse is intended for students who plan to
completethe Ward-Belmont General Course. It is some-
what less technical than the College Preparatory Course,
yet a balanceis maintained which assures a broad and deep
cultural foundation.
ADVICE ON CHOICE OF SUBJECTS
It is our desire that the courses of study be clearly un-
derstood by parents and prospective pupils. Again, it is
important that each pupil's course be carefully planned on
the basis of work already completed, and that individual
tastes and aims be taken into account. To accomplish these
ends,correspondenceand personal conference with the Dean
are cordially invited. Prospective patrons are urged to co-
operate with us in working out a course of study in ad-
vance of the opening days of the session in order to allow
more deliberate consideration of individual needs. Plans
so made can be modified,if it seems desirable to a patron,
on the opening days of school; but further changes dur-
ing the year are usually not allowed. Continuity of effort
and the greatest advancement can in this way be secured.
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COURSES OF STUDY
I. LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
(Preparatory courses are designated by Roman numerals; College
courses by letters.)
I
I
(~ENGLISHThe importance of the department of English in bothits branches of Rhetoric and of Literature is duly recog-
nized, and the work carefully and amply provided for by
a full corps of college and university-trained teachers.
Throughout the course the utmost stress is placed on writ-
ing as training for systematic work, clear thinking, origin-
.ality, and the habitual and easy use of good English. The
aim of the work in Literature is to foster, through a study
of masterpieces, a taste for the best that has been written,
an admirable means of mental discipline, as well as of lib-
eral culture. The study of English is closely correlated
with that of other departments, including History and
Languages, in order to give the student broader under-
standing and to make her school work more generally and
permanently valuable. Personal conferences for guidance
and for correction in theme work are required in all Rhe-
toric courses as are memory work of selected passages
and carefully prepared reports of supplementary reading
in Literature.
Course I. Literature (once a week).-Study and Reading: Selec-
tions from American poetry, with special attention to Poe, Lowell,
B y t Whittier" Scott's Lady of the Lake; Scott's Ivanhoe or Steven-
ran" bi h Irvinc'e Bketchson's Treasure Island; Franklin's Auto iograp y or rvmg-s e
Book. R' fG
Composition and Grammar (four times. a.week) ,- ,evlew 0 . r~-
mar. Special attention given to letter writing, narration, description,
and paragraphing.
Freshman, five periods a week.
Course II. Literature (twice a week).-Study and Reading: (1/
Addison and Steele's Sir Roger de Coverley Papers; (2) Shakespeare 8
Merchant of Venice; (3) Coleridge's Ancient Mariner or Macaulay's
Lays of Ancient Rome; (4) Eliot's Silas Marner.
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't' nd Grammar (three times a week) .-Review of Gram-Comp<ls1 tOn (J, • • .
C ti d drill in narration and description: special study of themar. on mue
development of the paragraph.
Sophomore, five periods a week.
C III Literature (three times a week).-Study: (1) Shake-ourse su . ell', M beth: (2) Macaulay's Life of Johnson or ar yes Essayspeare 5 ac , .,
B . (3) Tennyson's Idylls of the King, or Palgrave s Goldenon urns, 'f Eli
Treasury, Books II and III; (4) Larr;-bs Essay 0 ~la.. .
Parallel Reading,-(l) As You LIke It or 'I'welfth NIght or MId-
summer Night's Dream; (2) Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum an.d The
Forsaken Merman or Goldsmith's Traveler and ;rhe Deserted VIllage;
(3) Dickens' Tale of Two Cities or Hawthorne S ,House of. the Seven
Gablesor Goldsmith'sVicar of Wakefield; (4) chief narratives of the
Old Testament. , . .
Composition (twice a week).-Study of narration, description, expo-
sition, argument; special attention to development of the paragraph
and to sentence structure; review of Grammar.
Junior, five periods a week.
Course IV. Literluture (three times a week) .-Study: (1) Chau-
cer's Prologue; (2) Shakespeare's Henry V.; (3) Milton's minor
poems; (4) Emerson's Essay on Manners; (5) Burke's Speech of
Conciliationor Washington's Farewell Address and Webster's Bunker
Hill Oration, or Macaulay's Speeches on Copyright and Lincoln's Ad-
dress at the Cooper Union.
PMallel Reading.-(l) Shakespeare's The Tempest or Hamlet or
Richard III; (2) Tennyson's The Princess; (3) The Iliad (Books XI,
XIII, XIV, XV, XVII, XXI may be omitted); (4) Thackeray's Henry
Esmond or Jane Austin's Pride and Prejudice.
Rhetoric and Composition (twice a week) .-Continued study of
narration, description, argument, exposition; emphasis laid on gather-
ing and arranging material for long expositions; careful review of
sentence structure and paragraph development.
Junior Middle. five periods a week.
Course A. AdVtanced Course in Rhetoric and Composition.-Re-
view of rhetoric and composition. Review of rhetorical principles.
Daily and fortnightly themes, oral and written, with individual con-
ferences. Narration; study and practice in the short story. Exposi-
tion; analysis of such essays as those of Arnold and Stevenson; ,criti-
cal papers.
Required of Senior Middle students. Three periods a week first
semester. Two periods a week second semester.
Course B.-English literature from Wordsworth to Meredith, with
especialemphasis on Wordsworth, Tennyson, Browning, and Stevenson.
Required of Senior Middle students. Three periods a week.
Course C. Advanced Course in Writing.-Assignments in the
various forms of discourse. The writing of editorials, descriptive
sketches, and short stories especially stressed. Daily and weekly
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themes. -Long papers. Open to Sen' t dlor s u ents who have done goodwork in English A.
Two periods a week throughout the year.
Course D. History and Devel01)ment of Engl"sh Lit tz z era U1'e.-Gen_
eral survey course. A study of the life and lit . t f E .I fBI - . era ure 0 nghsh
peop e rom. eowu f to Swinburne. Lectures, class recitations col-
lateral readings, and individual reports Especial tte ti " ... I' . a unon aa gtvento historica and social backgrounds to literary m t. ,ovemen s and ten-
dencies, and to the careful study of representattc ternie mas erpiecas
Open to second year college students who hav h de' A
and B. Four periods a week. e a curses
Course E. The EngUsh Dmmn.-Lectures and Lib I
, . I rary WOr{on
development of Eng-lish drama; specimens from each . d t di d. . . pel'lOSUle
In class ';lth sp~clal emphasis on Shakespeare. Selected modern
plays studied as literary expressions of present-day problems.
Open .to second ~ear college students who have completed Courses
A and B. Four periods a week.
C~urse M. Types. of Modern Literature.-Study of literary ex-
pressions of modern life, such as the informal essay, the novel, the
short story, and the drama. Class discussions, lectures, and occasional
themes. Open to. college students who have had English III and IV.
Not to be substituted for required English courses. Five periods
a week. .
HISTORY
The department of History endeavors not merely to
make its courses count for mental discipline, but to secure
a thorough understanding of society, a com'rrehension of
the principles on which everyday affairs a re conducted
and a training in sympathetic judgment. The value of
History as a means of interpreting economic and social ex-
pediency is stressed, and the practical worth of the subject
is established by its intimate correlation with English,
language, art, and current events. Throughout the course,
emphasis is placed on historical geography, map drawing,
notes, and reports of collateral readings.
Course I. Greek and Rorn.an History.-A survey of ancient his-
tory and of later history to 800 A.D. Chief attention is given to the
civilization of Greece and Rome, with reference to the permanent
contributions these races have made to modern-history.
About 500 pages of parallel reading are assigned from such
sources as the Greek and Roman biographers, historians, and dra-
matists.
Open to Sophomore and Junior students. Required of College Pre--
paratory students. Five periods a week.
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Course 11. History of England.-The political, social, ~nd relig,
ious elements in the growth of the English people. England a a~vance
as a world power and her colonial development: Para,lIel read mg.
Open to Sophomore and Junior students. FIve periods a week.
Course Ill. America.n History and Ci1Jic~.-A.rapid su~vey.of
th c lonial period with emphasis upon American Ideals and rnstitu-
eo, .. I . d th f ditions, with a more intensive study of the critica pe.rlO, e oun mg
of the national government, the Westward Expansion, and the prob-
lems and movements of the nineteenth century. The forms and func-
tions of government are studied, with emphasis upon the ideals and
defects of to-day.
Open to Junior Middle students, and, by special arrangement, to
Juniors. Five periods a week.
Course A. A General Course in Modern History.-Part I: Europe
and England from the fall Of the Roman Empire through the Refor-
mation Period, emphasizing the Feudal Regime, the Mediseval Church,
the Renaissance, the Reformation, and the general economic and social
conditions. Part II: This part begins with England's struggle for
constitutional government and continues the development of England
and Europe to the present, emphasizing the French Revolution, the
Industrial Revolution, with its economic and social results, and the
Democratic and Nationalistic Movement of the nineteenth century.
Full parallel required.
Open to Senior Middle and Senior students. Four periods a week.
Course B. The Revolutionary Period in Europe and the Nine-
teenth Century (includin.g: England).-In the study of the nineteenth
century, emphasis is put upon the great movements-scientific, eco-
nomic, and social, as well as political-with a view to the better
understanding of the conditions and problems of life to-day.
Open to Senior Middle and Senior students. Four periods a week.
HISTORY AND APPRECIATION OF ART
The value of the work in this course is twofold. It is
a part of the record of human development, and so a hu-
manitarian and mental discipline subject, as is History
proper. It is also a study of the laws underlying artistic
effect, and as such has a distinct culture value. Both phases
of the subject receive careful consideration. The work is
done by means of illustrated lectures, printed outlines, re-
productions, stereopticon slides, projectoscope, etc. Exten-
sive reading and individual reports required.
The rise and development of architecture, sculpture, and
painting from the earlist periods through the Renaissance
will be studied, with emphasis on the Greek and the Ren-
aissance periods.
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Open to college students who have had History I or its equivale t
Four periods a week. n .
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
The purpose in this department is to teach the funda,
mental principles of both economic a-ndsociological science
in sueh a way as to develop an intelligent interest in public
affairs, to insure some understanding of the laws underly_
ing the welfare and progress of society, and to inculcate
the desire to apply these. principles to the duties of en-
lightened citizenship.
ECONOMICS
Cowree A. _ Introduction to Economics._This course is designed
. to lead the student to an investigation of economic principles, to intro-
duce her to the economic problem in the modern state, and to train
her to think clearly on economic subjects. It will treat of the condi-
tions determining prices, land values, wages, profits, and standards
of living; of certain topics of applied economics, such as the tariff',
banking, and trusts; a-nd of problems of labor and industrial or-
ganization.
Open to College students. Four periods a week, first semester.
SOCIOLOGY
Course A. General Sociology._This Course is designed to make
the student familiar with the origin, principles, and methods of socio-
logical science, as well as with the social elements, forces, and pro-
cesses. The aim is to make the course of practical value, and thus
emphasis is put upon the application of the principles of Sociology
to some of the chief problems of present times, particularly in the
United States.
Open to College students. Four periods a week, second semester.
LATIN
The work of the first four years in this department Is
designed not only to give the student a thorough knowledge
of forms and syntax and the ability to apply this knowl-
edge in accurate reading of the texts assigned, but also to
increase the student's vocabulary and insight into words
and develop a feeling for the structure and thought of the
language. Reference readings illustrate Roman life and
Mythology. The Courses of the last two years are intended
to secure the ends of rapid and accurate reading, an ac-
quaintance with the masterpieces of Roman Literature, and
a correct appreeiation of the place of Rome in the history
of civilization.
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C I-The Essentials of Latin. Regular first-year work.ourse . . ,_
Freshman. Five periods a -see .....
II ( ) -Careful review of first-year work, easy readings.Course a .
. . Intended for immature students, or for any whoseThIS course IS " ""
. k s difficult the completion In one year cr four bookspreparation rna e. r 1
of Cesar. Five periods a w eex.
II-Cresar: An equivalent of Books I to IV. Prose com-Course . . II t di d ... b d n text Grammar systematica y s U re In connec-position ase 0 .
tion with prose.
Sophomore. Five periods a week.
Couree III.-Cicero: The Cataline Orations, the Manilian Law,
Archias. Prose composition based on text and syntax throughout
the year.
Junior. Five periods a week.
Course [V.-Virgil: Books I to VI. Required reading is assigned
in mythology; prose composition; review of Grammar.
Junior Middle. Five periods a week.
Course A.-Cicero's Letters. Horace: Odes and Epodes. Prose
composition. Practice in reading at sight. Prosody.
Senior Middle. Five periods a week.
Course B.-Horace: Satires and Epistles; Juvenal; Plautus and
Terence: Selected plays. Readings in Roman Literature.
Senior. Five periods a week.
FRENCH
The value of a good knowledge of French in studying
literature and the necessity for it in foreign travel are ap-
preciated, and such knowledge is provided for by the ex-
perienced native teachers in this department. Correc~ pr~-
nunciation is insisted upon, and facility in conversation IS
acquired by constant practice. To this end, French is the
language of the classroom, and opportunities are also glV:ll
for its use in social conversation and at French tables III
the dining halls. The courses in French literature. are
extensive and are made more practical by the use of dicta-
tion, sight reading, and lectures in French on the historical
development of the language.
Course I.-Grammar: Verbs; Sym's French Reader; Labiche et
Martin's La Poudre Aux Yeux. At least one hundred pages. .
Open to Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior students. Five periods
a week.
Course 1I.-Grammar: Verbs'; Dictation; Poetry Memorized;
French Composition; the reading of about three hundred pages from
texts such as Merimee's Colomba; Loti's Pecheur d'Islande ; Lamar-
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tine's Scenes de Ia Revolution Francaise; Halevy's L'Abbe Conatan,
tin; Daudet's La Petite Chose.
Open to Sophomore, Junior, and Junior Middle students. Five
periods a week.
Course lll.-Grammar: Syntax; Verbs' French Comp if D.. . , os IOn; lC-tation: Themes; the readmg of about four hundred and fift
h, y pagesfrom texts sue as George Sand s La Mar:e au Diable' M u t'
hoisis e Hoe-,' ,apassansHuit Oontes C oisrs ; Hugo s Quartrevingt-Treize; Bornier's La Fille
de Roland.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Five periods a week.
Course A.-?ra~mar: 'Written and oral exercises founded on
selected texts; dictation and conversation; rapid reading of about five
hundred pages o~ such texts as Merimee's Colomba, Labiche's Le Voy_
age de M. ~erTIchon; George Sand's La Mare au Diable; French
Reader, Aldrich and Foster; Chateaubriand's Les Aventures du Der-
nier Abencerage.
Open to Senior Middle or Senior students who have not studied
French. Five periods a week.
Course B.-Grammar completed: Composition; Themes based on
texts read; rapid reading of from four to five hundred pages from
Scribe et Legouva's Bataille de Dames; Maupassant's Huit Contes
Choisis; Coppee's On rend L'Argent; Michelet's La Prise de Ia Bas-
tille; Trois Comedies de Musset; Bouvet's French Syntax and Com.
position; Hugo's La Chute.
Open to students who have completed Course A or its equivalent.
Five periods a week.
Course C.-Syntax: Composition; Themes based on the texts read;
History of French Literature; rapid reading in connection with the
different periods studied. Conversation.
Open to students who have completed Course III or Course B.
Five periods a week.
FTench D.-History of French Literature of the eighteenth, nine-
teenth, and twentieth centuries; reading based on authors representa-
tive of modern French thought and style; essays in French on topics
read; conversation based on phases of modern French life and cur-
rent thought.
Open to students who have completed Course C. Four periods a
week. (Given in 1917-1918 if a sufficient number apply.)
GERMAN
Throughout the carefully graded course in German, use
is made of the wealth of German poetry and prose. German
is the language of the classroom; by memory work, ab-
stracts, and reproductions, correct pronunciation is estab-
lished and appreciation and knowledge of the literature in-
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creased. The.first three courses enable a pupil to meet the
roaximumrequirement for entrance into College; while
Courses I and II fulfill the minimum requiremeut. After
first-year work. sight reading is emphasized. Parallel read-
ing is required in Courses Ifl., B. and C.
Course I._Gramma·r: Composition; Drill in Phonetics; reading ot
at least one hundred pages of easy prose and verse, including the
simple stories in Gluck Auf; short lyrics memorized.
Opento Freshman, Sophomore; and Junior students. Five periods
a week.
CW1"S8 fl._Grammar: Composition; simple paraphrasing; poems
and ballads memorized; sight reading; reading of at least two hun-
dred pages of German from the following texts: Storm, lmmensee;
Bliithgen,Des Pe~erle von Niirnberg; Sudermann, Teja; Gerstacker
Germelshausen.Open to Sophomore, Junior, and Junior Middle students. Five
periods a week.
Course Ill._Grammar: Composition; sight reading; writing from
dictation; reading of at least three hundred pages of German from
the following texts: Storm, Im St. Jiirgen; Riehl, Burg Neideck;
Eichendorff, Taugenichts; Schiller, Wilhelm Tell or Die Jungfrau
von Orlea.ns.Opento Junior and Junior Middle students. Five periods a week.
Cw1se A._Grammar: Prose composition; conversation and memo-
rizing of poetry; reading of at least two hundred and fifty pages of
Ger-manfrom such texts as: Hauff, Der Zwerg Nase; Storm, Im-
sensee;"Baumbach,Waldnovellen; Wildenbruch, Das Edle Blut; Hi1-
Iem, Hoher ala die Kirche; easy plays by Benedix, Wilhelmi, or Fulda.
Open to College students who have not studied German. Five
periods a week.
Course B._Grammar: Prose composition; sight and parallel read-
ing; themes based on text read i reading of about five hundred pages
from such texts as: Schiller, Die Jungfrau von Orleans; Hauff,
Tales; Heine, Die Harareise ; Jensen, Die braune Erica; Klenze,
DeutscheGedichte; Scheffel, Ekkehart; Sudermann. Der Katzensteg.
Open to College students who have completed Courses I and II or
CourseA. Five periods a week.
Cwrse C._Grammar: Prose composition; re"ading at sight and
parallel reading; themes based on text read; at least eight hundred
pages from such texts as: Schiller, Wilhelm Tell; Lessing, Minna
von Bamhelm and Emilia GaIotti i Goethe, Iphigeine auf Tauris;
Kleist, Prinz Friedrich von Homburg; GriIlparzer, Sappho; Fulda,
Der Talismanj Hauptmann, Die Versunkene Glocke.
Opento Collegestudents who have completed Course III or Course
B. Four periods a week.
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Open to Sophomores who have completed Course I. Five periods
a week.
Course 1I1.-Plane Geometry. The step from the simple geometric
discussions in Arithmetic and Algebra to rigorously logical Demon-
strative Geometry is not attempted hastily. In the beginning the
heuristic method predominates. An introductory course covers the
first four weeks. Algebra is used to supplement the Geometry. Many
original exercises are solved.
Open to Juniors who have completed Elmentary Algebra through
. simple quadratic equations. Five periods a week.
CourseIV.-(a) First Semester. Advanced Algebra. The topics
covered in Elementary Algebra are thoroughly reviewed and am-
plified. The course also comprises Synthetic Division. Graphical Meth-
ods, Progressions, Logarithms, Variation, Binomial Theorem for Posi-
tive Integral Exponents, Theory of Quadratics, Complex Numbers.
Problems from Arithmetic, Geometry, and the physical sciences are
made prominent.
Open to students who have completed Algebra through simple
quadratic equations and Plane Geometry.
(b) SecondSemester. Solid Geometry. Lines and Planes, Polyhe-
drons, Cylinders. Cones, and Spheres are treated. Easily constructed
models are used in the introductory work. Frequent references to
Plane Geometryare made.
Opento Junior Middleor. Senior Middle students. If college credit
is to be given, supplementary work will be assigned. Five periods
a week.
Course A.-(l) College Algebra. A brief review. followed by a
treatment of topics especially helpful in Trigonometry, Analytic
Geometry,and the Calculus.
Four periods a week. First Semester.
(2) Pilane Trigonometry. The work' consists of Trigonometric
Functions and Pormulse,Theory and Use of Tables, Solution of Right
and ObliqueTriangles (with applications to Problems of Physics and
Surveying), .Inverse Functions, Tri&,onometricEquations. The data
for several surveying problems is obtained in the field with the tran-
sit, tape, etc.
Four periods a week. Second Semester.
Course B.-(1) First Semester. An.alytic Geometry. Graphical
Representation of Points and Curves in a Plane, Determination of
the Properties and Relations of Plane Curves by a study of their
Equations and Graphs. The Straight Line and the Conic Sections
are fully investigated. The course includes"an introduction to Analytic
Geometry of three dimensions.
(2) Second Semester. Introduction to Differential a.nd Integral
CalcultLB.Differetiation and Integration of Functions, with the usual
Geometricand MechanicalApplications.
Prerequisite, Course A. Four periods a week.
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SCIENCE
In solving the pr?blems of everyday life, a knowledge
o~ the, fund~menta~ Ideas of ChemIstry, Physics, and the
BiologicalSCIencesISabsolutely essential. In offeringth
h the ai esecourses .ere, e. a~m IS to develop the powers of accurate
observation by aiding the student to gain firsthand infor-
mation, to acquaint the student with modern scientificmeth-
odsand their relation to daily living, and to lay the founda-
tion for further work in these subjects.
r
CHEMISTRY
Course I.-Elementry Chemistry. Course for beginning students
including a study of the common elements and their important com,
pounds.
Laboratory and Recitation, eight periods a week. Open to Junior
and Junior Middle students.
Couree A.-Inorganic Chemistry. In this course a study is made
of the laws of Chemistry and their application to general Chemistry.
All of the non-metallic and the most important of the metallic ele-
ments are studied, with special attention given to their occurrence
and their uses in every-day affairs. Laboratory work supplementsthat
done in classroom, and in addition, gives an introduction to qualita-
tive analysis.
Open to Colleze students. "Laboratory and Recitation eleven
periods a week. '
Course B.-Organic and Household Chemistry. The Chemistry
of Foods, preceded by an introduction to Organic Chemistry.
Prerequisite, Course I or A.
Laboratory and Recitation. ten periods a week. Open to Senior
Middleand Senior students.
PHYSICS
Course I.-An elementary course in Physics, dealing with the laws
and properties of matter and covering the subjects of sound, heat,
light, electricity, and magnetism.
Laboratory and Recitation, nine periods. Open to Junior and
Junior Middle students.
BIOLOGY
Course I.-Zoology. 'A course in General ZoOlogy,including the
study of both simple and more complex forms, with laboratory and
fieldwork; introducing the student not only to structure and forms
of animal life, but to their habits and relations to their surroundings.
Laboratory and Recitation, seven periods. Open to Sophomore
and Junior students. (Not offered in 1917-18.)
Course A.-Botany. A general course in the study of plant life,
inclUding (1) The important structures of plants as a foundation
tor the study of functions, environment and classification; (2) The
Pa.ge tJt,iTty~{i/JJe
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structure and life-history of representative types of the four great
groups of plants, and the evolution of the plant king-dom. ,
Field work and laboratory, six periods. Lecture and recitation,
two periods. Open to Senior Middle and Senior students.
Physiologyand Hygiene.-The course deals with the structure of
the human body, the laws according to which the body lives, how a
violation of these laws may be avoided, the maintenance of the health
of the community as well as that of the individual.
Open to Junior Middle students, and to more advanced students
by special permission. 'Recitation, two periods a week; laboratory,
one period.
PHYSIOGRAPHY
A study of the earth as a globe, the ocean, .the atmosphere, and the
land; the relation of man, plants, and animals to climate, land forms,
and oceanic areas; supplemented by field and laboratory work.
Open to Freshmen and Sophomore students. Recitation, four
periods a week; laboratory and field work, two periods.
PSYCHOLOGY
Course A. (1) First Semester.-An introductory course in Psy-
chology,gdving a general survey of the fundamental facts and laws
of mind, with applications and simple illustrative experiments.
Open to Seniors, and certain other mature students by special
permission. Four periods a week.
(2) Second Semester.-Child Study. An introductory course in
the study of childhood,with practical applications.
Prerequisite, Course A (1) or its equivalent. Four periods a week.
BIBLICAL HISTORY AND LITERATURE
The following courses of study are calculated not only
to reveal the importance of the Bible as history and its
excellence as literature, but also to emphasize ethical and
religious values and to discover underlying principles of
thought and action applicable to the life of to-day,
Course I.-The Life of Jesus.
Study of the land in which Jesus lived, its people and customs,
his work and character.
Sources: The gospel narratives, together with information fur-
nished by modern scholarship concerning the history, thought, and
customs of his time.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Two periods a week.
Course A.-General Introduction to Biblical Literature.
Methods of Bible study. Survey of the history of the English
Bible. The Bible reviewed as a library containing a great variety
of literature.
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Study of selected portions of the Old and New T ta
es ments.Open to College students. Two periods a week.
Course H.-Old Testament History and Literatur
Study of the political, social, religious and literary d I
• 'IA: a eveopmentof the Hebrews, leading up to and inclUding the me '
h t ssages of theprop e e.
Open to College students. Four periods a week.
Course C.-The Life and Teachings of Jesus.
A c~mparative study of the Gospels as sources of our knOWledge
of the hfe and work of Jesus. Careful consideration of ,th"t hi
, thei h . e eacmgso.fJesus l.n eir earmg on the political, social, and religious condl-
tdcns of hIS own day and of the present day.
Open to College students who have had Course B or other intro-
ductory Old Testament work. Four periods a week.
Course D.-Religious Pedagogy.
~ith special reference to .the ~unday Scho"o!. Study of laws gov-
ernmg the development of child mmd. Teaching principles and meth-
ods adapated to religious nurture in home and church. Stories and
story-telling. The organisation, aim, "and'work of the Sunday School.
Ope~ to Co~le~e students who have completed or are taking one
course In "the Biblical Department. Two periods a week.
ADMISSION TO LITERARY COURSES
Students who have completed the usual grammar-school
grades, or who have finished the course of the Ward-Bel-
mont Intermediate School, may be admitted without ex-
amination to the Freshman Class, or first year of the Col-
lege Preparatory Course. Those who present credentials
from approved College Preparatory Schools, High Schools,
or Colleges may be admitted without examination, on pro"
bation, to the classes for which their former work seems
to have prepared them.
POINTS
1. Definition: A point in a literary subject represents fiveperiods
of forty-five minutes each per week for a year in Freshman, Sopho-
more, Junior, and Junior Middle Classes, and four or five periods a
week for a year in the Senior Middle and Senior Classes. Two or
three periods a week for a year, or full work for one semester in
whicha course is completed, counts a half point. In Music, two les-
sons per week and one and a half hours' practice daily merit one-
half point; in Theory, Harmony, History and Appreciation, Ear
Training, each two periods per week. one-half point each; in Art,
ten hours of studio work aweek, one point; in Expression, fiveperiods
of prepared class work, and other collateral and assembly work each
week,one point; in Home Economics, two lectures and two double
laboratory periods per week, one-half point.
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2 Numbe-r Recommended: The number of points recommended
for the average student is four; the minimum requirement of work
is represented by three. .
3. No single point in a language, except French A, German A,
or Spanish A, may be counted toward a certificate or diploma, and
two of these courses may not be counted in the same year.
4. Not more than a total of four points in Music, Art, Expres-
sion, and Home Eoonomics may be counted. Only one such point
may be counted in a single school year. Credit for Theory, Harmony,
or Home Economics, taken elsewhere, will be based upon examine-
tion. All other work in Music, Art, Expression, and- Home Economics,
to be credited in a Liberal Arts Course, must be done in Ward-Bel-
mont, and must be approved by the heads of the departments
concerned.
5. If work represented in Ward.Belmont by a college point has
been done elsewhere, but not in college, an elective preparatory point
will be allowed; college credit will not be allowed, unless sufficient
supplementary work is done in Ward-Belmont to make it equal to the
correspondingCollege Course.
6. For a Ward-Belmont Diploma, at least eight of the required
points must have been earned in Ward-Belmont. In the case of a
student who has done equivalent college work elsewhere, exception to
this rule may be made under the following conditions: Official testi-
monials as to such work and a catalogue of the college, with the
work done fully designated, must be furnished to the Dean. The
credit due, in no case more than four points, will then be determined.
COURSES LEADING TO THE WARD-BELMONT CLASSICAL
AND THE WARD-BELMONT GENERAL DIPLOMAS
FRESHMAN
CLASSICAL
Required:
English I
Latin I
Mathematics I
One point elective
Electives:
History I
Physiography
GENERAL
Required:
English I
Mathematics I
One Foreign Language
One point elective
Electives:
History I
Physiography
SOPHOMORE
CLASSICAL
Required:
English II
Mathematics II
Latin II
One point elective
Electives:
History I or II
French 1
German I
Zoology
GENERAL
Required:
English II
Mathematics II
One Foreign Language
One point elective
Electives:
History I or II
Latin
French
Germa.n
Zoology
r
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NoTE.-Students entering above th S
completed Elementary Algebra throu heS·ophomore year, Who have
are not required to take the Arithmetg," f,mCPleQuadratic Equationsc 0 oursa II. '
JUNIOR
CLASSICAL
Required:
English III
Mathematics III
Latin III
One point elective
Electives:
History I or II
French
German
Zoology
Physics
Chemistry I
GENERAL
Required:
English III
Mathematics III
One Foreign Language
One point elective
Electives:
Bible I
History I or II
Latin
French
German
Zoology
Physics
Chemistry I
Music, Art, Expression,
or Home Economics
JUNIOR MIDDLE
CLASSICAL
Required:
English IV
Mathematics IV
Latin IV
One point elective
Electives:
History III
French
German
Physics
Chemistry I
GENER:AL
Required:
English IV
One Foreign Language
Two pointe elective
Electives:
Bible I
History III
Latin
French
German
Mathematics IV
Physics
Chemistry 1
Physiology
Music, Art, Expression
or Home Economics'
SENIOR MIDDLE
CLASSICAL
'Required:
English A and B
Latin A
Mathematics A
One point elective
Electives:
History A or B
French A, B, or C
German A, B, or C
Biology A
Chemistry A
GENERAL
Required:
English A and B
One point College Science,
or College History
Two points elective
Electives:
Bible A, B, C, or D
English M
History A or B
Mathematics A
Latin A
French A. B, or C
German A, B, or C
Spanish A or B
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SENIOR
CLASSICAL
Required:
English D
Latin, or French, or Ger-
man (unless six points
h a v e already been
earned)
Biology A, or Chemistry A
or B (unless taken in
Senior Middle year)
Electives to aggregate
four points
Electives:
English C
History A or B
Mathematics B or C
Latin B
French A, B, or C
Gennan A, B, or C
Psychology
Economics
Sociology A
Biology A
Chemistry A or B
E L M o N
History of Art
History of Music
Economics
Sociology A
Biology A
Chemistry A or B
Music, Art, Expression
or Home Economics'
GENERAL
Required:
English D or E
Biology A, or Chemistry
A (unless one point in
Science has been earned
in one of the last three
years)
Electives to a~gJ'egate
four points
Electives:
Bible A, B, C, or D
English C
History A or B
Mathematics B or C
Latin A or B
French A, B, C, or D
German A, .B, or C
Spanish A or B
Chemistry A or B
Biology A
History of Art
History of Music
Economics
Sociolog.yA
Psychology
Music, Art, Expression,
or Home Economics
.CLASSIFICATION
. The number of points of work completed at the begin-
rung of a school year determines the class to which a stu-
dent belongs. Four completed points, as found in either
of the two courses outlined, give Sophomore classification;
eight such points, Junior Middle. If a student lacks not
mor~ than one of the required number of points, she will
be given conditional classification. .
. For Senior Middle standing, fifteen completed points
In.one of the courses outlined, including all the required
pomtsexcept one through the Junior Middle year, are neces-
sary. Completion of a regular course of a standard four-
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year high school will ordinarily meet these conditions. If
so, such work WIll entitle a student to Senior Middle stand-
ing in Ward-Belmont.
For entrance to the Senior Class, the attainment of a
Ward-Belmont Diploma at the end of the school year must
be possible.
.SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR ACADEMIC DWLOMAS .
AND CERTIFICATES
CLASSICAL COURSE
Sixteen Points Preparatory, Eight Points College
Re~uired: ~ix points Eng~ish (~ncluding Courses A, B, and D),
six points Foreign language (mcludmg five points Latin), four points
Mathematics (including Course A), one point CollegeScience.
GENERAL COURSE
'Sixteen Points Prepwratory, Eight Points College
Required: Six points English (including Courses A, B, and D,
or E), four points Foreign Language, two points Mathematics (includ-
ing Course III), one point College Science or one point College
History.
FIRST-YEAR COLLEGE COURSE
Sixteen Points Preparatory, Four Points Colkge
The First- Year College Certificate is awarded for the completion
of the work of the first five years of either the Classical or the Gen-
eral Course, provided the following requirements are met: At least
five points English . (including Courses A and B, four points
Foreign Language, two points Mathematics (including Course III),
one point College Science or one point College History.
COLLEGE PREPARATORY COURSE
The College Preparatory Certificate is awarded to students who
have completed sixteen preparatory points in the Classical Course,
who have earned a grade of B in each subject in the Junior Middle
year, and who have met the following requirements: Three or four
points English (to include Courses III and IV); four points Latin;
two points French, or German, or Spanish; three or four points
Mathematics (to include Courses II (a), III, and IV (a). No single
point in a language is counted.
HIGH-SCHOOL COURSE
The High-School Certificate is awarded to students who have com-
pleted sixteen preparatory points in the General Course-that is, the
work through the Junior Middle year-and who have met the follow-
ing requirements: Three or four points English (to include Courses
III and IV); four points Foreign Language (no single point in a
language counted); one point History or Science; two points Mathe-
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matics (to include Course III). Not more than three points will be
allowed for work in such subjects as Music, Art, Expression, Home
Economics.Stenography and Typewriting, Agriculture.
II. SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
This department offers to the special and general stu-
dent an opportunity for thorough and scientific training in
Expression. Its aims are: To help the student to "find
herself" and to realize her powers and possibilities; to give
such training as will develop her individuality; to train
the voiceand bodyto act in coordination withthe mind; to
teach the student hew to think sanely and strongly, how
to read intelligibly and effectively; to teach her to repre-
sent a character without effort; to prepare young women
for effectivework as readers and teachers of Expression.
A weekly class lesson in Voice Training and Poise of Body is
offeredto aU boarding students without extra charge.
The work of this department is arranged below to cover four
years. The Special Certificate in the School of Expression is awarded
to those who completesatisfactorily the first two years of the pre-
scribed course, and the Diploma is awarded to those who complete
satisfactorily the first three years of the course.
Expression IV to VIII are designed for students interested in ad-
vanced creative and interpretative work, methods of teaching) plat-
form art, and pageantry. Diploma pupils will be given advantage
of as much of this training as their time and advancement will allow.
Our special catalogue of the School of Expression contains full
.infonnation.
FIRSTYEAR
Expression I, English IV., and at least one elective chosen from
those offered In the Junior Middle Year of the General AcademIc
Course.
SECONDYEAR
Expression II, English A and B, and at least one elective chosen
from those offered in the Senior Middle Year of the General Aca-
demicCourse.
THIRDYEAR
Expression III, English D or F, and at least one other elective
chosen from those offered in the Senior Year of the General Aca-
demicCourse.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
E~~ession .1.-First-Yea-r Work.-(a) Principles af T'1'aining:
QuahtIes of VOlce;reading with reference to good use of the voice
and direct expression of the thought; voice and pantomimic problems;
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harmonic gymnastics; poise and bearing; exercise for freedom of
the body from constriction.
(b) Cr:6Q;tiv6Expression: Extemporaneous speaking; recitals to
developpersonality; dramatic rehearsals in farce to develop freedom
in thinking:; beginnings of literature (story-telling); informal recltala.
Open to students above the Sophomore Class.
EXp1'6ssWnll.-(a) Principles of Training: Quality of voice; re-
sponsiveness, ease, purity. and mellowness; oral English; pantomimic
problems; dramatic rehearsal and criticism; harmonic gymnastics ;
dramatic thinking (Shakespeare); Browning and the monologue.
(b) Creative WO'1'k:Dramatic interpretation and training of the
imagination; story-telling; literary interpretation; platform art; dra-
matic rehearsal (comedy); pantomime in problems and readings.
Open to students who have completed Expression 1. .
Expression III.-(a) Principles of Training: Voice training; reso-
nance; use of voice in conversation and narration; visible speech and
articulation; dramatic rehearsals (comedy); development of imagina-
tion; rise of the drama; epochs of literature.
(b) Creative Work: Impersonations in Browning's monologueand
original arrangements from modern literature or drama; vocal inter-
pretation of the Bible; drill on methods; pantomimic problems and
rehearsals; modern drama; public presentations of original arrange-
ments.
Expression [V._Interpretative EXp1'ession: Primary forms of
literature, fables, folk stories, allegories, lyrics, old ballads, conversa-
tion, and story-telling. One period a week.
Expression V.-Cre,ativ6 Expression: Interpretation of forms of
poetry or of modern drama: This course is similar i~ design to ~x~
pression IV, and is open to students of the same maturity. Onepeno
a week.
Expression VI.-Oreative Expres8wn: A study of dr.amat~cthink-
ing' the forms of the drama' dramatic rehearsals from the stxteenth,
, ' tieighteenth, nineteenth centuries, and modern plays; impersone tons or
platform interpretation and a study of the monologue. Open to s~u-
dents of mature mind who have completed Expression V. One period
a week.
Expression VII.-Voice T'1'aining: Harmony gymna~tics; .pracdtifcal
d . . ti This course IS deSlgne orproblems for voice, body, an tmagma ton.. h f those
public school teachers or for 'those purposmg to becomemblic or k'Dogl
actively engaged in' club w~rk, or in any position where pu ic spea 1
is a necessity. One period a week.
it fe tivals' correlation
Expression VIII ..,..-Pageantry: .CommuDtY t~ t: the develop-
with history; music, art, folk dancmg, and domesOlcar , . d a week.
ment of allegorical and historical pageantry. ne perlo
"
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III. SCHOOL OF ART
The creative power, which, in a greater or less degree,
is the possession of every human soul, should be recognized
and cultivated, and that appreciation developed which is
the beginning of all growth of Art. The study of Art in-
volves the training of the eye, mind, and hand, and that
exercise of both skill and judgment which makes for power
in an individual and creates efficiency, no matter what the
calling may be. Thus understood, the study of Art should
have a place in every liberal education. The Ward-Bel-
mont studios are in the new Administration and Academic
Building, and embrace five large rooms with excellent light.
Students of college advancement, specializing in Art, are
seriously advised to elect History and Appreciation of Art
as one of their literary subjects. In every branch of the
School of Art the object is to make the pupil proficient and
to give her a foundation upon which she can bulid. The
methods of instruction are varied, and are such as have
been found to be the most efficient in developing the possi-
bilities of each student, and in giving her the means of
artistic self-expression,
An Art Certificate is awarded to students who have
done serious work in at least three of the courses offered
below, including Designing; who have completed the equiva-
lent of English A and B; and the quality of whose work,
as judged by a committee of five, is of such high merit as
to warrant this special distinction.
STUDIO CLASSES
1. Elementa.ry.-The first steps in the appreciation of form, pro-
portion, and values are taken in this course. The work is done in
charcoal from simple still-life studies, which enables the beginner to
learn the principles of drawing, the foundation of all art expression.
II. Life Drawing.-The costumed model is used d~ily in the life
drawing class. After becomingfamiliar with their materials. students
are encouragedto begin work in this most interesting branch of Rep-
resentative Art. The models are posed to help the pupils in the study
of both compositionand illustrations, and studies are produced in all
the different mediums-oil, water color, chalk, pastel, pen and ink,
charcoal, and clay. Quick sketching is practiced frequently, and is
most beneficial for all students; and for those making, a specialty of
illustration, it is essential training in character drawing.
III. Clay Modeling.-Clay modeling is taught by the use of casts
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and living models. Casts are used as models for the beginner; and as'
skill is gained, work from the life model is encouraged.
IV. Etching.-A studio well equipped with a hand press and all
the conveniences for etching enables the advanced student in drawing
to apply this knowledge in a practical way and to enjoy this most
fascinating and attractive form of Art. The beauty of line and tone
is expressed in landscapes as well as in .sketches from the l~femodel,
the colored inks giving. a charm and variety to the many prmts made
from one plate.
V. Pen Drawing.-Pen drawing is 'of special use to those desirous
of becomingillustrators. A good foundation in drawing and values is
necessary. Use is made in this class of casts, still life, flowerstudies,
and costumed models.
VI. Outdoor Sketching.-The campus offers ample opportunities fo.r
outdoor sketching. Application is made of the principles of compoai-
tion, values, perspective, and color.
VII. Design.-One day in each week instruction is given i~ .the
fundamental principles of design. The study tends to dev~lop~rI~nal
thought, stir up latent ideas, and induce activity of th~ imagtnatdon.
This training is prerequisite to any form of Art expreSSIOn,and there-
fore is required of all Art students.
VIII. Interior Decoration.-The work in interior decoration is de-
signed to.meet the needs of those who wish to plan their houses con-
veniently decorate them with suitable colors, and select and arra~ge
the furniture artistically and usefully. The principles of mechaDl~al
drawing the theory of color and periods in furnishing are studied
: .' 1 . th gement and decore-The pupils work out varIOUSprob ems 10 e arran
tion of rooms.
IX China Decoration.-China painting may be undertaken by. . . d d .0'Tl Students
those who are sufficiently prepared m drawing an esig..· d f
. . ti . d awing will be excuse rom
capable of passing an axarmna IOnm r .. . d in all
further work in this line. The study of design 15 require
classes. . b practical training
X. Metalry.-The course 10 metalry em races I t Ik I dge of the use of too s. me a s
in the application of design, a nowe I ta ght Work
and stones. Various processes of handling meta S are u .
is done in copper, brass and silver.
. ft fi d all the facilities for
Xl. Pottery.-The workers at this era n. d In-all the
d f P ttery The ware IS rna e 1
producing, a high 'gra e 0 0 • d b 'It, poured thrown, and
various. ways known to the potter, han - Ul . of 'the taste and
. d glazing is an exerciseturned. The decoratlOn an .. furnished with a good
ability of the student. WhIle beg:mpershorp•tte..... and a well-fitted
I f I . h d d mixed in t e (1 ~J'cay, care ul y weig e an - I portunity is given for
glaze which gives satisfactory results, amp~ o~dY of both clays and
any student who desires to make a thcroug s
glazes.
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A large, two-burner, Revelation Pottery Kiln is used for firing,
An Electric Motor supplies the power for throwing and turning
wheels, and a pebble mill for the grinding: of glazes. An air tank car-
rying a hundred pounds' pressure provides, by use of the sprayer, an
easy and simple method of applying the glazes.
These appliances, with all the numerous tools, plaster boxes, slabs,
setters, etc., furnish a well-equipped studio that could not fail to delight
a Potter.
IV. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
The Ward-Belmont School of Music possesses the com-
bined virtues of the Belmont School of Music and the Ward
Conservatory, both of which had long been the objects of
the high praise and the generous patronage of educated
musicians both in and out of Nashville. It is more than
a complete modern Conservatory of Music; it offers to music
students what all of them need-supplementary work in
English, French, German, and Literature. The "mere
musician," the talented player or singer who lacks general
education, will be to-morrow more than ever before at a
disadvantage, and will be regarded as just so much less a
musician. The best musical educators are agreed that gen-
eral mental discipline should not precede, but should con-
tinuously accompany, musical studies; and schools of music
are seeking what we have already at hand-intimate
affiliationwith literary classroom work. Under our system,
musical study and practice are not allowed to suffer or be
crowded out, but the student is shown how she may become
both a cultured woman' and a thorough musician. Our
musical faculty is now probably the largest and most ex-
pensively maintained one in any school for girls in America.
No teacher is chosenwho has not had the best of advantages,
most of them in both this country and Europe, teachers who
have supplemented graduation from the leading conserva-
tories with years of special study under the recognized
masters of two continents. All of them are tested teachers.
No novices are employed. Pianoforte, Voice, Violin and
other stringed instruments, Pipe Organ, Thcorv.Tlarmony,
Composition, the History and Literature of Music, Inter-
pretation, Ear Training, Sight Reading and Chorus, Ensem-
ble and Orchestral Work, Repetoire and Memorizing, and
Faculty, Student, and Artist Recitals-all, and more, take.
their appropriate places and contribute to the creation of
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a wholesome and inspiring musical atmosphere. Such an
atmosphere is possible nowhere except in a large school
where musical education is seriously undertaken by a faculty
composed of tested professional musical educators. Fre-
quent student recitals are given, as are recitals and lectures
by the faculty and other eminent musicians. Pupils may
attend the best concerts in the city. Operas are frequently
given by excellent companies, and the world's greatest
artists appear in Nashville from time to time. The im-
mediate and convenient value of these advantages at our
own door will be the more apparent when it is known that
our students may have throughout the season the great
musical entertainments, but a very few of which other
Southern schools can enjoy, and these only by means of
travel and additional expense from the smaller towns into
the city. 'Certificates and diplomas are conferred for finish-
ed work in this school.
Eighty new pianos, including eight Steinway Grands
and a Steinway Duo Art Pianola-Piano, have been pur-
chased within the last few months.
Boarding students specializing in Music, Art, Expression, or Home
Economics are required to take at least one literary course.
Theory is required of all music students in the boarding depart-
ment who have not previously completed the equivalent of Theory
1. Credit for Theory I, if taken elsewhere, win be granted only on
the basis of an examination. Those who have such credit must select
one of the following.: Theory, Harmony, Counterpoint, History and
Appreciation of Music, Ear Training, Pedagogy.
CURRICULUM OF THE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
REQUIREMENTS FOR TEACHERS' CERTIFICATE IN PIANO
Technic.-1. Major Scales {minimum speed, four notes to M.M.
120), played with both hands in parallel motion through four octaves;
Thirds' Sixths' Tenths. Contrary motion.
2. 'Mitior S'cales: Harmonic and melodic, played with both hands
in parallel and contrary motion; Thirds; Sixths; Tenths ".
3. Diatonic and Chromatic Scales in velocity, in varied rhythms,
and illustrative of the legato, staccato, and portamento touch; Arpeg-
gios in combined rhythms' illustrations. of musical embellishments.
, lad D . ntand4. Chords: Major Minor, and Diminished Tria s, omma .
. . . '. dd d t e Patterns of harmonicDiminished Sevenths, all with a e oc av s.
successions modulating through all keys. . .
5. Arpeggios in various forms and hermontc aucceearcns. )
6. Double Thirds: Major and Minor Scales (each hand alone.
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SPANISH
To meet the increasing demand, particularly through-
out the South and West, for Spanish as a part of the school
cu.rriculum, two courses in the language are offered.
Course A.-Grammar and composition; conversation and memoriz-
ing; reading of at least two hundred and fifty pages of Spanish from
such texts as: Roessler and Remy, First Spanish Reader; Valera,
Pajaro Verde; Alercon, El Capitan Veneno; Galdoa,Marianela.
Open to College students who have not studied Spanish. Five
periods a week.
Course B.-Grammar and composition continued; sight and parallel
readingn themes based on texts read; about five hundred pages from
such texts as: Galdos, Dona Perfecta; Herman Caballero, Un Ser-
vilon y un Siberalito; Valera, El Commendador Mendoza; Calderon,
La Vida es Sueno; Cervantes, Extracts from Don Quixote.
Open to college students who have completed Course A, or its
equivalent. Five periods a week.
MATHEMATICS
The work done in the department of Mathematics is
closelycorrelated with business and the physical sciences.
It is the aim also to develop in students the power and
habit of concentration, of clear, consecutive independent
thinking, and of precise expression. These aims largely
determine the courses offered and the method of their pre-
sentation. A constant effort is made to render the elective
coursesso valuable that they will be attractive ta the aver-
age student.
Course I.-Elementevry Algebra. Algebra is approached as gen-
eralizedarithmetic. Much time is spent on introductory ideas. The
followingtopics are treated: Positive and Negative Numbers, Funda-
mental Operations, Equations (with applications in Practical Prob--
lems), Factoring and Fractions.
Freshman. Five periods a week.
Course 11.-(a) First Semester. Algebra. The following topics
are treated: Ratio and Proportion, Graphical Representation, Linear
Systems, Elementary Treatment of Roots, Radicals and Exponents,
Simple Quadratic Equations. Many of- the more familiar theorems
of Geometry are introduced and made the basis "ofalgebraic problems.
. (b) Second Semester. Advanced Arithmetic. Review and study
of subjects that pupils in the grammar school have difficultyin-mas-
tering. By the free use of Algebra, Arithmetic is made easier and
the former subject is reviewed.
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7. Octaves: Scales and Arpeggios in various touches and rhythms.
History.-The candidate must have had two years in Music His-
toIY. must have acquired a musical voca~ul~ry embracing the musical
terms in common use and their abbrevlatwns, and must be able to
outline satisfactorily the evolution of the piano, piano literature, and
piano technic.
Harmony.-The candidate must .be able to harmonize any figured
bass or any melody j to extract the figured bass from two classical
compositions-one to be a slow, the other a fast, movement from a
Mozart or Beethoven Sonata; to modulate between any two keys by
various means; and to transpose any hymn or any ordinary compo-
sition.
Repertoire (not necessa.rily memorized).-TwQ complete Sonatas
of Beethoven. one of which the candidate must have prepared independ-
ently; eight other movements selected from the more difficult Sona-
tas of Mozart and Haydn; one slow and one fast Concerto movement;
more than half of Bach's Two-Part Inventions and four of his Three-
Part Inventions; also most of Heberbier, Op. 53; selections from
Mendelssohn and Schumann; also from Chopin's Preludes, Mazurkas,
Nocturnes, and Valses; Cramer Studies,' and Czerny, Op. 740; and
six recital pieces' of' about the fourth grade.
The candidate for Teachers' Certificate must in February stand
an examination before the faculty on half the required technique and
half the repertoire.
Sight Reading.-The candidate must be able to play at sight the
easier selections from Mozart's and Haydn's Sonatas and Mendela-
achn's Songs Without Words; accompaniments for advanced violin and
vocal music; any part of moderately difficult works arranged for
piano ensemble.
Pedagogy.-The candidate for Teachers' Certificate in Piano-must
have had two years in Pedagogy, and must be prepared to demon-
strate lessons in rh:Ythm, touch, technic, memory training, theory, and
fundamental harmony; also to assign studies and pieces to students
of various grades. The candidate must be able to discover in the
playing of pieces incorrect notes, rhythm, fingering, phrasing, and
pedaling.
REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATE IN ·PIANO
Technic.-1. Major Scales (minimum speed. four notes to M.M.
120), played with both hands in parallel motion through four octaves;
Thirds; Sixths; Tenths. Contrary motion (speed, four notes to M.M.
104).
2. Minor Scales: Harmonic and Melodic, played with both hands
in parallel motion (speed, four notes to M.M. 104).
3. Diatonic and Chromatic Scales. in varied rhythm' also scales
illustrative .of the legato, staccato, and portamento touch.
4. Chords: M.ajor, ,M.inor, and Diminished Triads Dominant and
Diminished Sevenths, all with added octaves. '
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5. Arpeggios in various forms on Major and Minor Triads; Domi-
nant and Diminished Seventh Chords.
6. Double Thirds: Major Scales (each hand alonee,
7. Octaves: Diatonic and Chromatic Scales; all Tonic Triads.
Ha,rmony.-A candidate fer the certificate must be thoroughly
familiar with the Major and Minor Modes (harmonic and melodic)i
Intervals; the construction of Triads and Seventh Chords, their inver-
sions and thorough bass figures. The candidate must be able to recog-
nize, by sound, fundamental position of Triads and Dominant Sevenths,
and to transpose any succession of Triads (not containing a modu-
lation) .
History of Musk-The, candidate for the certificate must have had
one year of History of Music, and must have acquired a musical
vocabulary embracing the musical terms in common use and their
abbreviations.
Sight Reading.-The candidate for the certificate must be able to
play at sight: Hymns i either part of a moderately difficult duet
(Kuhlau or Diabelli Sonatas, for instance); accompaniments for mod-
erately difficult· songs or violin solos.
Repertoire (not necessarily memorized).-One complete Sonata
consisting of three of four movements; four other standard classical
pieces or movements from Sonatas, one of which the candidate must
have prepared without assistance or instruction from any source; six
polyphonic pieces, two of which to be Three-Pert Inventions; selections
from Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words, Chopin Preludes and Ma-
zurkas, Haberbier and Cramer Studies.
Memorized Repertoire.-The candidate must have at least six solos,
one of which shall be strictly classical, one polyphonic, and four either
semi-classical or modern.
The candidate for ce~tificate must in February stand an exami-
nation before the faculty on one-half the technique required and one-
half the unmemorized and memorized repertoires.
Sight Singing.-The candidate for certificate must have had one
year in Ear Training and chorus work.
Pedagogy.-The candidate must have had one year in Pedagogy.
REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATE IN VIOLIN
Technic.-1. Major Scales, two and three. and Minor Scales, two
octaves (minimum speed, four notes to M.M. 100).
t
. t martele staccato, and
2. Scales illustrative of lega 0, SPICCS 0, '
long-held tones, crescendo and decrescendo.
3. Arpeggios: Grand, two and three octaves; various rhythms
and bowings.4. Arpeggios on Dominant Seventh Chords, two octav~s.
Sight Reading.-The candidate must be able to pla~ at sight Duets
by Pleyel, Mazas, or Sonatas of the same grade of ddnculty.. I
Me'lnOrizedRepertoire.-The candidate must have at least SiX90 os,
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representative of Grades IV and V, one of which must be a princl,
pal movement (first or last) of a Concerto by Rode, Kreutzer, Viotti,
de Beriot, or another of equal standard.
Repertoire (not necessarily memorized.-One complete Sonata by
Nardini, Tartini, or other classic composer; four other standard clas-
sical pieces Qr movements from Sonatas or Concertos, one of which
must have been prepared by the candidate without assistance fr-om
any source; ten smaller concert pieces; and selections from Studies
by Mazas, Dont, and Kreutzer.
The candidate must have studied Mazas, Op. 36, Vois. I and II,
Dont (preparatory to Kreutzer), and Kreutzer Studies.
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, and Pedagogy
are the same as in Piano.
The candidate must have attended orchestra or ensemble practices
for at least one session, must be able to play on the piano acompant,
ments to solos of moderate difficulty, and must have finished the sec-
ond grade in Piano.
REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATE IN VOICE
The candidate must present a clear voice, perfectly even in its
scale, free from tremolo or other serious imperfections, and the in-
tonation must be pure and accurate.
The candidate for the Certificate in Voice must be able to sing:
The Major Scale and the Melodic Minor Scale upward or downward
from a gdven tone; exercises for the flexibility of the voice (diatonic
progressions on Major Scales), four notes to M.M. 92; Arpeggios on
Major and Minor Triads within the compass of a Tenth; any Major,
Minor, or Perfect Interval above or below a given tone.
The candidate must give illustrations of (a) Legato and Staccato
on Major Scales; (b) Crescendo and Diminuendo on single tones;
(c) Fundamental Phonetics; (d) the art of singing Recitative.
The MemorizedRepertoire must contain at least six solos, one of
which must be from Opera and one from Oratorio, and the others to
beof like standard. The candidate must be acquainted with two stand-
ard Oratorios and one Opera. and must be able to sing, not necessarily
from memory, any of the solos suited to her voice. The requirements
in Harmony, History of Music, Sight Singing, and Musical Vocabulary
are the same as in Piano. The candidate must be able to sing at
sight any part of a given hymn, any song not containing distant
modulations; must be able to play hymns and accompaniments to
moderately difficult songs on the plano; and must have finished the
second grade in Piano. The candidate must have had one year in
Pedagogy.
REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATE IN ORGAN
Technic.-The requirements in manual technic are the same as
in Piano, excepting that the range of Scales and Arpeggios is adapted
to the organ and that the minimum speed for pedal technic is con-
siderably lowered.
'.,
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Hannony.-A candidate for the certificate must be thoIloughly fa-
miliar with the Major and Minor Modes (harmonic and melodic);
Intervals; the construction of Triads and Seventh Chords and their
inversions: and must be able to harmonize figured basses or given
melodies, both in writing and at the keyboard; to modulate between
related keys j to recognize, by sound, fundamental positions of Triads
and Dominant Sevenths, and to transpose any succession of Triads
and Dominant Sevenths (not containin.g distant modulation).
Sight Reading.-The candidate for the certificate must be able to
play at sight: Hymns. and arrange and register them suitably for
congregational singing; moderately difficult accompaniments for an-
thems and solos; short trios for two manuals and pedals: to transpose
a hymn or chant one tone above or below the original key ; to play
at sight a quartet in' vocal score, four staves in G and F clefs.
Repertoire (not necessarily memorized).-Easier Preludes and
Fugues of Bach j one Prelude and Fugue and one Sonata of Mendels-
sohn; one complete Sonata of either Guilmant, Merkel, or Rheinberger,
and to have been prepared independently; selections from "Church and
Concert Organist," by Eddy, and from the "Chcrals," by Rinck and
Bach; ten standard compositions. five of which must be by American
composers.
The requirements in History of Music, Sight Singing, and Pedagogy
are the same as in Piano.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION IN PIANO
Technic.-l. Major and Mi~or Scales, with both hands in parallel
motion through four octaves (speed, four.notes to M.M. 144) j Thirds;
Sixths; Tenths. Contrary motion (speed, four notes to M.M. 112).
2. Diatonic and Chromatic Scales in velocity and varied rhythm;
also scales illustrative of the legato, staccato, and portamento touch.
3. Chords: Major, Minor, and Diminished 'I'riads: Dominant,
Minor and Diminished Seventh Chords; all with added octaves.
4. 'Arpeggios on Major, Minor, and Diminished Triads; Dominant,
Minor and Diminished Seventh Chords; in all positions.
5. 'Double Thirds and Sixths: Major and Minor Scales (each hand
alone) j Chromatic Minor Thirds.
6. Octaves: Diatonic and Chromatic Scales; Arpeggios of Major
and Minor Triads and Chords of the Seventh.
HW1"mony.-The candidate for gradua~;ionmust ~e able to recognize
at sight and to name all kinds of Triads, all km~s of Cho:~s of
Sevenths, Chords of Ninths, and augmented Chords. In. comp.osItIons;
to recognize by sound all kinds of Triads and t~elr inversions, the
Dominant Seventh and its inversions] to harmon.lze any melod~ not
containing distant modulations by means of !rlads and ~~mmant
Sevenths j to transpose any hymn or any ordinary composition not
containing distant modulations.
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History of Music.-The candidate for graduation must have had
two years of History of Music, and must have acquired a musical
vocabulary embracing the musical terms in common Use and their
abbreviations.
Sight Reading.-The candidate for graduation must be able to play
at sight most of Mozart's Sonatas and the easier ones of Haydn.
Repertoire (not necessarily me'lnOrized).-One movement from a
standard Concerto; two complete Beethoven Sonatas, one of 'which the
candidate must have prepared without assistance or instruction from
any source; one Prelude and Fugue from WelI~Tempered Clavichord;
standard selections from Chopin, Schumann, Liszt, and modern com-
posers.
Memorized Repertoire.-The candidate for graduation must have
at least ten solos, one of which shall be a standard Sonata or a move-
ment from a Concerto; two shall be polyphonic pieces; and of the
remainder, some shall be semi-classical and some romantic.
The candidate for graduation must in February stand examina-
tion before the faculty on half the required techniqu,e and half the
repertoires, memorized and unmemorized.
Sight Singing._The candidate for .graduation must have had two
years in Ear Training and Chorus work.
Pedagogy.-The candidate must have had one year in Pedagogy.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION IN VOICE
The candidate must present a clear voice, perfectly even in its
scale,.free from tremolo or other serious imperfections, and the in-
tonatIon must be pure and accurate.
The candidate for graduation in Voice must be able to sing: Major
and Minor Scales (harmonic and melodic) upward or downward from
a given tone; exercises for the flexibility of the voice (trills and dia-
tonic progressions on Major Scales), four notes to M.M. 120; Ar-
peggios on Major and Minor Triads and Dominant Seventh Chord
Within the compass of a Twelfth; above or below a given tone any
Perfect, Major, Minor, Diminished, or Augmented Interval; also the
Chromatic Scale upward or downward from a given tone.
The candidate must give illustrations of (a) Legato and Staccato
on Scales and Arpeggios; (b) Crescendo and Diminuendo on single
tones and scales; (c) Phonetics applied in several languages; (d) the
art of singing Recitative.
The Memorized Repertoire must contain at ieast ten solos, chosen
from Grand Opera, Oratorio, German Lieder and others of like stand-
ard. The candidate must prepare a clasic Aria independently, and
also. be acquainted with six Oratorios and two Operas, and be able
to SIngany of the solos suited to her voice.
p The reqUiremen~sin Hannony, History of Music, Sight Singing,
eda.gogyand MUSlcalVocabulary are the same as in Piano. The
candidate must be able to sing: at sight any part of a hymn, any
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song not containing distant mcdulattons, and be able to pi h
. ay YIUnsand accompaniments to more advanced songs on the piano.
The candi~ate. for graduation in Voice must have finished thefourth grade In Plano.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION IN VIOLIN
Technic.-l. Majo~ .Scales, two and three octaves, and Minor
Scales, two octaves (mInImUm speed, four notes to M.M.120); Minor
Scales also in three octaves, not necessarily so fast.
2. Scales illustrative of legato, spiccato, martele, and long-held
tones, crescendo and decrescendo.
3. Major Scales in varied rh,ythms and bowings.
4. Scales, one octave, in Thirds, Sixths, and Octaves.
5. Arpeggios: Grand, two and three octaves; various bowlnga.
6. Arpeggios on Dominant and Diminished Seventh Chords, twooctaves.
Sight Reading.-The candidate must be able to play at sight Sona-
tas by Haydn and Mozart, the less difficult Sonatas by Beethoven,
and other violin music of similar grade.
Memorized Repertoire._The candidate for graduation must have
at least ten solos, one of which shall be a principal (first or last)
movement of a modern Concerto, one shall be a large concert piece,
and one a principal movement of a Bach Sonata for violin alone;
of the others, some shall be classical or semi-classical and someromantic.
Repertoire (not necessarily memorized)._ One movement from a
standard Concerto; one complete Bach Sonata for violin alone; two
complete Sonatas by Handel, Vitali, Nardini, or other composers ot
the classical school, one of which the candidate must have prepared
without assistance from any source; ten smaller Concert pieces and
selections from Studies by Kreutzer, Rode, Fiorillo, and Gavinies.
The candidate must have studied Kruetzer, Rode, Fiorillo, and
Gavinies.
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music. and Pedagogy
are the same as in Piano.
The candidate must have attended orchestra and ensemblerehear-
sals for 'at least one session, and must be able to play on the piano
accompaniments to more difficult solos.
The candidate for graduation in Violin must have finished the
fourth grade in Piano.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION IN PIPE ORGAN
Technic._The requirements in manual technic are the same as in
Piano, excepting that the range of Scales and Arpeggios is adapted
to the organ. The minimum speed for pedal technic (Scales and
Arpeggios) is considerably lowered.
HarmonY._The candidate for graduation must be thoroughly fa.
millar with all kinds of chords; be able to harmonize 1Ulyfigured bass
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or any given melody; to modulate between any given keys in various
ways; to improvise preludes and interludes freely or upon a given
theme; to transpose any hymn or any ordinary composition not con-
taining distant modulations, to recognize by sound all kinds of Triads
and their inversions, and the Dominant Seventh and its inversions.
Sight Reading.-The candidate must be able to play at sight trios
of intermediate grade for two manuals and pedals; short selections
of vocal score in four staves in C, G. and F clefs; to transpose a
short passage in reduced score to any key within a Major Third above
or below the original; to make an effective adaptation of piano accom-
paniment.
Repertoire (not necessarily memorized) .-Two advanced Preludes
and Fugues of Bach; one complete Sonata of either Rheinberger,
Mendelssohn, Merkel, Guilmant, and to have been prepared independ-
ently; a Symphony of Widor or Lemare; Concertsatz No.2, by Thiele;
ten standard compositions, five of which must be by American com-
posers.
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, and Pedagogy
are the same as in Piano.
Course B.-This course is more especially designed to meet the
needs of all students, not necessarily music students, who wish to
become acquainted with the rich field of musical history, and to develop
an appreciation of that which is best in musical literature. The
work done is practically equivalent to that of Courses I and A.
Open to College students. No musical prerequisites. Four periods
a week.
HISTORY AND APPRECIATION OF MUSIC
Course I.-This course, dealing with the evolution of music and
offering invaluable aid to musical understanding and appreciation, is
designed to acquaint the student with the most important events in
the progress of the art and to show its relation to the kindred arts.
The work consists largely of lectures, supplemented by material from
text, collateral reading, notebook work, reports and digests of lee-
tures upon related musical topics. The following subdivisions are
considered: Pre-Christian Music; the Christian Era to the Contra-
puntal Schools; from Lasso and Palestrina to Handel and Bach; the
Contrapuntal, Classical, Romantic, and Modern Schools of Composition.
Numerous illustrations are given in the classroom by members of
the Faculty and by means of sound-reproducing mechanisms. Lec-
tures upon the following subjects are also included: "How to Listen
to Music," "The Sonata Form," "The Symphony Orchestra," "The
String Quartet."
Open to students above the Sophomore year. Two periods a week.
Course A.-This is a continuation of the first-year course. A
more extended and critical survey of the music by the great masters
of the nineteenth century is made, and the tendencies of present-day
musical art are considered at length. Special emphasis is placed upon
a more elaborate study of the Opera and the modern schools of com-
position. In addition to a critical and biographical study, the works
of ,the composers are considered, examined, and analyzed as regards
their methods of construction. Programs of visiting artists are
studied, and the subject of musical sesthetics is considered.
Open to students who have completed the first course, and by per-
mission to any advanced music student. Two periods a week.
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THEORY
Course I.-In order to provide fitting instruction in the first essen-
tials of music for beginners, or pupils who have pursued musical in-
struction but for a short time, a special theory class is organized
in which the necessary rudimentary knowledge may be acquired. The
pupil is taught the rudiments of music by keyboard and blackboard
work, which supplements the music lesson and greatly aids and stim-
ulates progress. A thorough knowledge of the material covered wil~
be found of invaluable aid in many practical ways-stimulating the
pupil's progress and furnishing a musical foundation, without which
advancement in the acquiring of a musical education is impossible.
Training is given in Notation. Signs, Scale Fonnation, Keys, Meter,
Rhythm, etc., the aim being to familarize the pupil with the essentials
of musical knowledge.
Two periods a week.
•• Course Il.-This course is a continuation of the first course inelementary theory. It is open, however, to more mature. music stude~tswho have had no previous theory work. The work conststa of materialfrom text, music writing, dictation, ear training. The subjects i~-
elude Notation, Symbols, Meter, Scales, Keys, Intervals (harmo~lc
and melodic), Terms, Elements of Form, Embellishments, Abbrevta-
tlons, etc.
Two periods a week.
HARMONY
Course A.-The following are among the subjects considered: Nota-
tion; Scales; Keys; Si.gnatures; Classifi~ati.on an.d Measurements -of
Intervals; Ear Training; Triads and their mversrons ; Chords o~ the
Dominant and Diminished Seventh, their inversions and resolutions:
Cadences' Simple Modulations. The work consists of chord connec-
tions in 'three-part and four-part harmony, in close and dispersed
position. Exercises in the harmonization of melodies in four p~rts
and from figured and unfigured basses are presented. Practical
applications are made at the keyboard. Si~ple c~mpositions are
analyzed with reference to tracing the material studied.
'Open to students who have completed Theor~ II, a~d by special
permission to any college students wen advanced m music. Two peri-
ods a week.
Course B.- Secondary and Diminished Seventh Chords; Chords
of the Ninth; Chromatically Altered Cho;ds; Au~ented Chords;
Cadences; Extraneous Modulation; Suspenstons ; Passing and ?hangl-
ing Notes. Organ Point; Form, Analysis. The work consists of
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written exercises involving the harmoniz.ation of melodies, chorals,
figured and unfigured basses; original work and the analysis of ma-
terial from the great composers. Treatises referred to include those of
Chadwick,Norris, Foote and Spalding, Prout, Ooetschius, Jadassohn,
Reber, Dubois, and others.
Prerequisite, Course A. Three periods per week.
,,
ing for the sick, marketing, menu rna-king, food combina-
tions and values, and to do so with absolute certainty of
accurate, successful results.
A weekly class demonstration in Domestic Science is
offered to all boarding students without extra charge.
HOME ECONOMICS CERTIFICATE
The Home Economics Certificate is granted upon the completion
of th~first two years of the course outlined below. It is intended as a
practical course for students who wish to become efficient housekeep-
ers and home makers.
COUNTERPOINT, FORM, COMPOSITION
Course A.-To those who have completed the regular work in Har-
mony a special course in Counterpoint, also in Form and Composi-
tion, is offered, and at the end of the year such pieces as are con-
sidered of sufficientmerit will be performed in concert.
EAR TRAINING
HOME ECONOMICS DIPLOMA
The Home Economics Diploma is granted upon the completion of
the full three-year course offered below. It is intended for students
who wish to make a more thorough study of Domestic Science DOa
mest.ic Art, and kindred subjects. '
Discriminative hearing is indispensable to a musical education, and
must precede or accompany all lines of music study. The aim of
this course is to teach the pupil to think in tones and to so train
the ear and the musical feeling that one may learn to sing, name,
write, and play what is heard; and to recognize and appreciate not
only the melodic effects of music, but the harmonic and rhythmic
also. No other branch of music study will be found so helpful in the
acquiring of proficiency in reading and hearing music as that of ear
training.
DOMESTIC SCIENCE CERTIFICATE
The Domestic Science Certificate is granted upon the completion of
the first two years of the course outlined below,with Domestic Science
III and Chemistry B added, and all Domestic Art omitted.
CERTIFICATES AND DIPLOMAS , 4 DOMESTIC ART CERTIFICATE
The Domestic Art Certificate is granted upon the completion of the
first two years of the course outlined below,with Domestic Art III and
one Senior Middle elective added, and all Domestic Science omitted.
Pupils desiring to become candidates for Certificate and Diploma
must announce themselves through their respective teachers not later
than 'October 20th. Preliminary examinations will be conducted by
a committee of five, composed of the Director,' the teacher under
whom the pupil is studying, a member of the faculty appointed by
the Director and two others appointed by the President. No pupil
will be considered a candidate for Certificate or Diploma until recom-
mended by this committee.
Candidates for Certificate and Diploma must appear in public
recital at least three times during: the session.
There will be held in the presence of the faculty, between Feb-
ruary 1st and 15th and between May 1st and 15th, examinations on
the requirements for Certificate and Diploma conducted by the ex-
amining committee. A two-thirds vote of the faculty is necessary to
decidewhether the candidate has met the requirements satisfactorily.
V. HOME ECONOMICS
FmSTYEAR
Domestic Science I; Domestic Art I; and the equivalent of three
points, chosen from subjects offered in the Junior Middle year of the
General Course.
SECONDYEAR
Domestic Science I!; Domestic Art I!; Chemistry A; Physiology
and Hygiene; and the equivalent of one and a half points, chosen from
subjects offered in the Senior Middle year of the General Course.
THIRD YEAR
Domestic Science II!; Domestic Art II!; Chemistry B; and tbe
equivalent of one and a half points, chosen from subjects offered in the
Senior year of the General Course.
I'
The courses in Domestic Science and Domestic Art are
designed to give young women such information concern-
ing the management of the home as will enable them to
regulate, comprehensively, economically, and artistically,
'the functions of the home, including cooking, serving, car-
Pq.ge fifty-six
Description of Courses in Domestic Science
Domestic Science 1.-(a) Cookery. A study of the principles of
cookery, composition, and combination of food materials. Practical
and experimental work.
(b) Home Administration and Sanitation. T,he planning, care,
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furnishing, heating, lighting, ventilating of the home. Drainage,
water supply, and disposal of waste from a sanitary standpoint.
Laboratory, two double periods a week; lecture. three periods.
Domestic Science H.-Practical and Experimental Work in Cook-
ery of Foods. Planning and Serving of properly balanced meals.
Study of the costs of foods and marketing, food production and man-
ufacture, home duties, division of income, making budgets, keeping
of accounts. Laboratory, two double periods a week; lecture, three
periods.
Domestic Science IlI.-(a) Dietetics. Study of the proper nourish-
ment of the individual or groups of individuals in health and disease,
including a study of the human organism and its needs at each stage
of development. Making of dietary standards as influenced by occu-
pation, age, weight, size, income, and various diseased conditions.
Preparing meals to meet these conditions.
(b) Home Nursing.-The correct method of home care of the sick.
Care of patient and room, baths and bathing, sick-room methods, con-
tagion and disinfection, first symptoms of disease, relief in emer-
gencies, first aid to the injured, and bandaging. Food in relation to
disease, kinds of diet, invalid cookery, and preparation of trays.
Reference work.
Laboratory, two double periods a week; lecture, three periods a
week.
Description of Courses in Domestic A'1"t
Domestic Art 1.-(a) Instr-uction and practice in hand and ma-
chine sewing; the use of sewing machine and its ettachments ; use of
commercial patterns.
Laboratory, four periods a week.
(b) Lectures and discussion upon history and development of tex-
tile industrtes ; the names, widths, and prices of textile fabrics; the
use and value of cotton, wool, silk, and linen.
Lecture, one period a week.
Domeetic A'1"tIl.-(a) Instruction and practice in pattern drafting;
the cutting, fitting, and making of tailored waist, lingerie waist, sim-
ple one-piece dress, and afternoon dress.
Laboratory, four periods a week.
(b) Lectures on costumes of all periods; evolution and development
of various parts of costumes.
Lecture, one period a week.
Domestic Art Ill.-(a) Modeling .and designing, foundation pat-
terns in paper and crinoline j the making of a simple evening dress.
Laboratory, five periods a week. (Partially omitted for (b) and
(0) .
(b) Lectures and demonstrations by a tailor.
Laboratory, two double periods a week for five weeks.
(c) Practice in making and covering of frames; the preparation
of' bindings, milliner's folds, bows, ribbon' flowers, etc.; making and
trimming at least one hat.
Two double periods a week for six weeks.
" .
VI. PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The building of the body, its training for both utility
and grace, and its protection from disease and weakness,
make the department of Physical Education one of the
greatest importance. The gymnasium, the swimming pool,
the tennis courts, the basketball, hockey and athletic fields
provide ample equipment for conducting this important
work. The swimming pool, twenty-three by fifty feet, is
constructed of white tile, and equipped in most modern
fashion for convenience and sanitation. Physical training
is given free of charge to boarding students, and is required
of them for at least two periods a week in every year. A
physical examination is given each boarding student at
the beginning of the session, and a record is kept of the
condition of the individual. From this record each student
is advised as to when to take exercise, and the kind and
amount best suited to her needs. All work is done under
expert supervision.
The work of this school includes the various phases of
Physical Education. Practical gymnastics, gymnastic
games, folk dances and games, and fencing form an impor-
tant part of the indoor work. The value of aesthetic danc-
ing as a means of acquiring grace and bodily poise has been
recognized of late years. Another and very important
branch embraces practical work in outdoor games, basket-
ball, hockey, and field sports. Because of the greater hy-
gienic value of outdoor exercise, fully two-thirds of the work
is done in the open. Frequent opportunities are afforded
for horseback riding. Throughout the department the ex-
ercises are suited to the precise needs of the individual pupil,
and the constant aim is to bring each girl nearer the physical
ideal.
II •
( .~
The work consists of gymnastics. folk dancing, swimming,athletics
and athletic games, for which there is no charge; and of aesthetics
dancing, fencing and riding, for which a charge is made. Every
boarding pupil must spend three periods a week in physical train-
ing; one in gymnastics, the other two elective. Each morning that
the weather permits twenty minutes outdoor exercise is required.
At least six class lessons in swimming are required of all students
who have not learned to swim.
No course will be considered completed by any student nor may
she be graduated from any department until the required work in
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Physical Education shall have been completed for each year of her
attendance. In case of physical -disability, the work will be adapted
to the needs and capabilities of the student.
PLAYGROUND SUPERVISION
An awakened conscience relative to child welfare and a realiza-
tion of the social and economic value of wholesome recreation for
both young people and adults has made the playground movement
one of national importance. The demand for trained workers, both
voluntary and paid, in this field greatly exceeds the supply, and
makes the course one of great practical value. The course embraces
the History and Scope of the Playground Movement, Playground
Organization, Administration and Conduct, and the Nature and Func-
tion of Play. The practical work includes Plain Sewing, Raffia Weav-
ing' and Story-Telling; normal instruction in Folk Dances and Games;
Gymnastic and Athletic Games; Athletics and Swimming.
Open to Senior Middle and Senior students. Two periods a week.
TWO YEAR NORMAL COURSE
In addition to the work outlined above. a two-years' course is
offered to those who wish to specialize in Physical Education. It
is open to students of the college department only, and as prere-
quisite a course in high-school Physics or Chemistry must have been
completed.
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POINTS OF INTEREST TO PATRONS
Handsome, well-equipped buildings and beautifully planned
grounds.
The students enjoy the use of a beautiful and commodiouscountry
club house at Edenwold, the Ward-Belmont farm.
The residence halls and the academic building entirely separate.
Intelligent watchman constantly on duty.
Stearn heat, modern plumbing, city sewerage.
Sterilized, filtered water runs ice-cooledto hygienic drinking foun-
tains on every floor.
Well-equipped Domestic Science laboratory.
LiJg:ht,airy dining halls, and scientifically equipped kitchen and
bakery.
A diet table is maintained for those adjudged by physicians or
, the trained nurse as requiring such special care.
.. Milk, butter, poult~ and vegetables largely supplied from Eden-
wold.
Gymnasium, with shower baths and swimming pool, free to all
students.
Roof garden among the recent improvements.
Visitors received in the central parlors, not in residence balls.
Men callers received by written permission from parents addressed
to the school.
Sunday visiting discouraged.
Student social rooms maintained in every dormitory.
Students are not to leave the campus without permission of the
management.
Students not well enough to study or recite must go to the in-
firmary.
City correspondence allowedonly on written request from parents.
Taste, economy, and propriety in dress are the subjects of con-
stant care.
Borrowing and lending firmly discountenanced.
The pupil's needs in personal spending money are fully met in
a monthly allowance of five to ten dollars.
Every resident student. is expected to provide herself promptly
with song book, Bible and other books for regular school use.
Neatness and order are expected of all students in the care of
their rooms.
Chafing dishes and electrical appliances will not be allowed in the
students' rooms. Roomsare provided for this purpose.
One teacher for every ten resident students.
Classes small enough to guarantee adequate individual attention.
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FIRST YEAR
THEORY
Physiology (2)
Anatomy (2)
History of Physical Education.
Personal Hygiene and Emergencies
(2) .
Principles of Voice Development
(1)
Playground Supervision (2)
One Senior Middle Elective (4)
SECONDYEAR
PRACTICE
Gymnastics
Marching, Folk and Aesthetic
Dancing
Elementary Fencing
Gymnastic and Athletic Games
Field and Track ·Athletics
Swimming
Horseback Riding
Physiology of Exercise. General
Hygiene (3)
Anthropometry. Physical Diag-
nosis (2)
Applied Anatomy.
Teaching (2)
Training of Body and Voice (1)
Psychology (4)
One Senior Elective (4)
During: each year eight periods a week in practical work are
required.
Practice
Gymnastics
Marching
National, Character and Inter-
pretative Dancing
Advanced Fencing
Gymnastic and Athletic Games
Track and Field Athletics
Advanced Swimming
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A tutor is provided at moderate cost for students who need coach.
mg to enable them to keep up with their classes.
Music teachers all conservatory trained under the best masters
in America and Europe.
Eighty pianos including eight Steinway Grands and a Steinway
Duo Art recently purchased.
The Star Entertainment course offers unusual advantages in lec-
tures, musical recitals, concerts.
Loyal alumnae. enthusiastic student body, excellent school spirit.
Ponies are kept at Edenwold for the free use of the students when
visiting the Ward-Belmont country club house.
Testimonials of character and health must accompany or follow
each new pupil's application for admission.
Discipline in Ward-Belmont is simplified by a modified form of
Student Government,properly safeguarded by Faculty supervision and
cooperation.
Parents or guardians who register students accept all the con-
ditions in this catalogue.
Except when they are in the Nashville homes of near relatives,
pupils from a distance are required to board in the school. .
The management reserves the rilght to dismiss any pupil whose
influenceis felt to be bad or whose health is a menace.
Rooms in the boarding department are assigned in the order of
application, and early registration is advised. Every room in the
residencehalls was taken last year before t.h.eopening.
With the exception of a few single rooms, which may be had at
extra cost, each bedroomis for two girls, and is furnished with single
beds,separate closets, and other usual comforts.
Windowsand doors of residence halls fitted with metal weather
strips and copper screens, thus protecting against winter cold and
summer insect annoyance.
Every provision against fire-s-regular fire drills, fire escapes, fire
extinguishers, fire hose-though there is no fire in the buildings ex-
cept in kitchens and bakery.
Boarding pupils are not allowed to visit in the city, except with
t~e approval of parents and the school management. Permission is
not granted to spend the night in the city, except in the home of
near relatives or that of an official of the school.
Ward-Belmont does not lend money to students. Drafts made by
students are honored by us only Upon the written request from par.
ents or guardians.
For t~e convenience of visiting patrons, rooming accommodations
are prOVIdedin a cottage adjoining the campus. The rate for room
and board is two dollars per day. No oharge for the first two days.
StUdent body of 1916-17 represented the best homes in thirty-
four States, thus affording the broadening education~l advantages of
a nation-wide acquaintanceship.
. Practically every State north of the Ohio from New York to
Oregon is represented in Wa-rd-Belmont. Climatic conditions and
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educational opportunities are such that nearly one-third of our student
body now comes from the North.
B rding students are under school regulations from the moment
of th:~r arrival in Nashville until. their .departure from the city.. P~r-
ents should not, without confernng WIth the school,g:rant social or
other permissions in the city before the student enters or after she
leaves school. .. . .. d
A modern infirmary in the main building IS mamtamed un er
f . I supervision and pupils who are too ill to meet schoolpro esslOna, . A
. t ts are cared for here instead of in their bedrooms.appotn men .. .
remotely isolated hospital IS-also maintained on the grounds for use
~ca~ofn~. h
S h I work missed because of absenceof reasonable lengt , neces-
sitat~d O~ythe ~upil's illness, will be made up, if possible, unde~ the
direction of Ward-Belmont teachers, at no extra charge'. Work m~sse~
for other reasons will be made up under tutors, specially provided.
at the pupil's expense. . d
All permissions of parents or guardians should be written an
ddressed to the management and are subject to the .approval.of the
a t Even during the visits of parents pupils are still sub-managemen . I I am
. t to the rules of the school, and must meet all regu ar c assroJec .
or studio appointments. . r h k
The school bank, with its system of pass books,deposit SIpS, C ec s,
and monthly balance reports, not only cares f~r the ~e~~~n; c~:;::
of students, but :eaches tfihem~owltt!0~::Pa~:nar:c~~~ r~sponsiblez:
and conduct their own nancia a .
money or valuables not deposited in our v;Ultsh te who devotes herEach residence hall is in the ch~rge 0 a as ~ Id in such ques-
entire time to the training of ~he ~171s?~~;:s:o:::~ess and order in
tdons as appropriateness and slmph~lty If 'I I a word these
the bedrooms, and is always acce~slbl~ oro~o~~:e;efin~d mothe~ in a
hostesses undertake to perform teo ce .
Christian home. t d t cooperatewith the school
Parents and guardians are reques eSt ~ents should be present the
in securing good regular attenda~ce. II ~ter the Christmas holidays,
opening day of school and at ro ~a l~before Christmas and until
and should remain for the last ro ea t day Much,educe-. . . d commencemen .the student body IS dismisse on t eason and no atudena
tional value attaches to the commencemen s ,
should miss any part of it. d Al ske were represented dur-
The following thirty-four States atn Al abama Arizona, Arkansas,. . Ward-Belmon: a ,
mg the past year m. r ia Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
California, Colorado, Florida, GeoM
g'h tts Michigan, Minnesota.
. . M ryland assac use , M .KentuckY, LOUISIana, a 'b k New Jersey, New eXICO,. . . . M· . Montana Ne ras a, h CMISSISSIPPI, IssourI, 'I. RhodeIsland, Sout aro-
New York, Ohio, Oklaho~a •.P7nn;e:~n~irginia, Wisconsin.
lina, Tennessee, Texas, VIrgmla,
• t
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In what fellows we have named the lowest terms con-
sistent with the accommodation, equipment, and high
quality of teaching furnished. We are prepared to prove
to the satisfaction of the discriminating that though Ward-
Belmont is, in the class to which it belongs, not an expen-
sive school, compared with schools offering similar advan-
tages it will be found to be several hundred dollars less
expensive. The charges are for the whole school year, and
reductions cannot be made if the student for any reason,
except the long illness of the girl berself, is withdrawn
during the year. As Ward-Belmont's rooms are much in
demand before the opening, and as applicants who would
take the rooms for the whole year are often crowded out
by previous applicants, it is neither ethically nor legally
right for an earlier successful applicant to withdraw and
expect the return of fees paid or due. Hence, in accord-
ance with the uniform custom of other reputable schools,
pupils are received for the entire session or part of session
unexpired at time of entrance. No reduction will be made
for absence immediately preceding or following the Christ-
mas vacation or during the first four or last six weeks of
the term; nor will reduction be made for absence during
other periods, unless the student is absent on account of
her own illness and for at least five weeks, when we shall
divide equally with the patron the loss for the enforced
absence.
Ward-Belmont has no confidential terms, and no one is
authorized to negotiate with prospective patrons except
upon the figures and terms named in this Catalogue.
.',
,
HUDSON COTTAGE
CONCERNING CHARGES AND TERMS
EXPENSES AT WARD-RELMONT, NASHVILLE, TENN.
The school year consists of one term, begining September 19, 1917,
and ending May 30, 1918, with a "Christmas vacation of approximately
.The school buildings are closed during the Christmas vacation
but provision is made for the board and care of pupils during thi~
period at $12 a week. ACADEMIC BUILDING
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two weeks, and the charges here named are for the whole school year.
The year's expenses are payable in two installments, in September
and January respectively, as stated below.
An advance registration fee of $25 should be forwarded with the
application, which amount will be credited as a prepayment on the
school account, but is not subject to return .
. Board, room in main building with bath on the hall, or room
in one of the cottages, electric li~ht, steam heat, serv-
ants' attendance, tuition in two or more subjects in the Lit-
erary Department (including Latin, French, German, Span-
ish). weekly class training in Poise and the Speaking Voice,
weekly class demonstrations in Domestic Science or Interior
Decoration, Physical Training, Athletics, Swimming, use of
Library, two girls in a room, each occupant. $450 00
Payable $325 on September 19, 1917, balance on January 1,
1918.
Board, etc., as above, in room in main building, with bath on
hall, hot and cold water in the room, two girls in a room,
each occupant . $500 00
Payable $350 on September 19, 1917, balance on January 1, 1918.
(~
Board, etc., as above, in rooms in suites of two with private
bath, two .gdrls in a room, each occupant $575 00
Payable $375 on entrance in September, balance on January I,
1918.
WARD-BEI:.MONT COUNTRY CLUB AT~EDENWOLD. .._-~! ~
Single rooms in suites of two with private bath, and a few single
rooms with private bath not in suites, are available for one occupant
each at $650 for board and literary tuition, of which $425 is payable
on entrance.
A few double rooms with private bath (not in suites"), two girls
in a room, are available at $600 for each girl for board and literary
tuition, of which $400 is payable on entrance.
Students who take work in two or more extras (the equivalent
of at least two points-see page 37), and cannot find time in addition
for more than the one required Literary subject will be credited with
$25 on either of the above-mentioned sums for "board. etc,"
Clergymen in active ministerial work are allowed a discount of
sixty dollars on the regular course and twenty per cent on extras.
.~
Each of the above-named fees for board and tuition in-
cludes Physical Training, so necessary to health, and the
modern languages-French, German, and Spanish-all of
which, in practically all other schools, are charged for as
"extras." Swimming, generally an "extra" elsewhere, is
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*In addition to the several really great concerts and lectures which
may be heard in Nashville during the year, Ward-Belmont will present
to its students during the session ten or more entertainments at a
cost of $3,000 to $5,000, embracing some of the best in Music, Arl,
Expression, and Literature. This small fee will enable the students
to hear these entertainments at a rate much lower than if they paid
for individual tickets.
Page Sixty-8ix
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also included without extra cost, as are weekly class les-
sions in Poise and Speaking Voice and weekly class demon-
strations in Domestic Science and Interior Decoration-
valuable additions to the Ward-Belmont general curriculum.
Our purpose is to reduce the number of "extras" by includ-
ing in the curriculum without extra charge subjects usually
required for graduation and many beneficial to all students.
It is thus evident to one considering these features and the
vast additions made to equipment and Faculty during the
last few years ,that the charge for boarding students is re-
markably reasonable. It is the policy of Ward-Belmont to
include in the regular charge abundant provision for health
in physical culture, every literary requirement for gradua-
tion, and the essentials for a broad culture. The charges
listed below under "Extras" are made for those who wish
to specialize in the subjects named or to supplement their
work along those lines.
THE OTHER FEES REQUIRED l
••
Theory, Ear Training, or History of Music........................ 10 00
Harmony and Musical Pedagogy, in class, each............................ 25 00
Harmony, individual lessons, two per week.............. 80 00
Sight Reading, in class....................................................... 10 00
Domestic Science, one course................................................ 65 00
Materials used in Domestic Science, each course, per year.... 10 00 .
Domestic Art, one course................ 50 00
Art, including all branches, two periods per day (extra periods,
per year, each U5) 90 00
Arts and Crafts, Metalry, four periods a week, including class
in design, one period a week. .
Italian and Greek, each .
Expression, first year course, five periods per week. .
Expression, other courses, five periods per week. .
Playground supervision .
Riding Club, ten rides _ .
Physical Education 'Normal Course, (including Playground
Supervision) .
Shorthand and Typewriting, (with use of typewriter) ..
Bookkeeping, in classes of six or more. .
Laboratory fee, for students of Chemistry, $10; laboratory fee,
for students of Biology or Physics....... 5 00
(Extra charge for unnecessary breakages or wastefulness).
Laboratory fee for students in Pottery or Clay Modeling 5 00
:- Laundry within liberal, but specified, limits 18 00
60 00
40 00
90 00
100 00
30 00
10 00
75 00
75 00
50 00
Due on Entrance
"Star Entertainment Course $ 6 00
Infirmary fee, simple medicines and nurse's attention (except
when a special attendant is necessary) 4 00
Use of house linen (see page 19) 6 00
• •
EXTRAS (IF TAKEN)-CHARGES PER SCHOLASTIC YEAR
Payable three-fifths on entrance, balance on January 1, 1918
Piano, individual lessons, two per week $100 00
Piano, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Henkel.; 120 00
Piano, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Potjes 150 00
Voice,individual lessons, two per week.................... 100 00
Voice,individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. W'ashburn .... 150 00
Use of practice piano, one and one-half hours per day, per year
(each additional hour, $10) 15 00
Violin or Cello, individual lessons, two per week 100 00
Pipe Organ, two lessons per week with Mr. HenkeL........... 150 00
Practice on practice Organ, one period per day, per session.. 25 00
Practice on large Organ, one period per day, per session............ 40 00
Orchestra class, free to violin pupils............... 20 00
Graduation fee 10 00
Certificate fee 5 00...
Pupils enter for the entire session or part of session unexpired at
time of entrance. No reduction will be made for time lost during the
first four or last six weeks of the term; nor will reduction be made
for absence dulling other periods, except in cases of the protracted
illness of the student herself, when the loss will be shared equally
with the patron if the illness has kept the student for five weeks or
more out of the schoolbuilding.
School bills are due on entrance and on January 1, and are sub-
ject to sight draft after these dates.
For special booklets of the School of Music, Expression, Art or
Home Economics, or for a book of Ward-Belmont Views, address
THE WARD-BELMONT SCHOOL,
Belmont Heights, Nashville, Tenn.
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COLLEGE STUDENTS
SENIOR CLASS
Douthit, Mary............ . .... Texas
Duke, Marie Louise Tennessee
Dunworth, Neva .Jane.. . .. ,Oklahoma
Edwards, Sadie Fuller.. . .. Kentucky
Elliott, Cia-rite....... .. Texas
Fink, Helen McLain.. . .. Ohlo
Finley. Eudora....... . .. nunore
Foley. Helen. . ,Kansas
Folsom. Thelma C.... .vwteconetn
Ford. Eleanor.. .Mlsslsslppl
Fullilove, Sue Moore.. .Louisiana
GIbbs. pnuttne . . .. Te>[all
Giddens, Hattie. . .Lootstana
Goldman, Loulse. . .. Texas
Gou d g'e, Doris M. . Texas
Gray, Lucile. . I1l1nols
Grundy. Ruth M.. . .Massachusetts
Gunder. Helen IlIlnols
Gunn, Nelle.... . 'renneeece
HaIn sf'ur t h er , Madeline Ill1nols
Harp'll", Phyll!s. . Illinois
Harrison, Allee. .Georgla
Hartley. Mabel. Georgln
Hawl,ms, Ruth. ..'l·eJ<as
Hays. Coy C.. . .trexee
Head. Myrtle.. . .. Loulslana
Herrick, Elizabeth.' .... Texas
Hfck mu n, Helen. .Callfornia
[-licks. rrrunces.. . Texas
Hlgglns, Grace. . Mlssourl
Hili. Iltvely n Pittman. ..Louislana
Hockenberger, Elaine. . .. Nebraska
Holt, May. . ..... Texas
'Hor-ne, Lois. . .Oklahoma
Howard, 1'I:t.ary. .. Texas
Hudson, Kn tnerlne . . ..... Tennessee
Hudson. Myra. . .trenneeaee
Hughes, Margery.. .Louisiana
Hutton, Violet.. . ..... Tennessee
Imhoff, Mary Evelyn. . .Texas
Irby. Mildred. . Texas
Jackson, Carrio. . Loulslana
Jenkins. Lillian Maurice. . IllInols.
Jones. Dorothy... . Indiana
Jones, Ma...y Terrell. Alabama
Kern, 1'Iflrlam.. . Loutstnnu
King. Hazel O. . caurcrnie,
Ktaes-, zentar , . .Illinols
Knight. Irene. . .IlIInols
Kramer. Corinne. .Illinois
Leahy, Cora. . .Oklahoma
Leatherman. Helen... . .. Indlana
Leeth. Florence.. . .Indlana
Loggett, Elizabeth Ann. . .... Iowa
Lehman, Mrs. W. C. . Tennessee
LiliaI'd Kathryn.. . ·[exas
Long, Eleanor 1'11. Mlssourl
Lynd. Anna Zane.. . 11Ilnols
~lacClay, Florence. .Illinois
Mallory, Margaret. Iowa
Marseilles, Frances W.. . .. Missouri
UcCollum, Mozelle..... . Texas
McCoun, Ellzabeth B. . .Kentuclty
McDaniel Marcia.. .. Texas
McGinnis, Adah Aletha. . Kansas
McKee. F"ankie R. Kentucky
Meints, Mildred E. .I11Inois
Merillat, Irene S. . Kansas
Merillat. Marvel M. . Kansas
:Meyer. Mildred K. . .Mlssourl
Miller. Ruth Emily. . .. Kansas
Miller, Sadye Augusta. . ... Arkansas
Mitchell. Hilda Carter. .Texas
WARD-BELMONT MATRICULATES
SENIOR MIDDLE CLASS
Adams. Cecilia Allen ........•... Texas
Andenon, Mary Van Rensselaer.llIlnols
Barton, Carrie.... . ...•... Tennessee
Blackman. Mary Book Tennessee
Brawn, Amella Elizabeth California.
Burns. NelL....... .VirgInia
Burts, Bess Gordon.... . .. Texas
Cameron. Helen Marl:"aret. .... rntnota
Carl, Mary Elizabeth. ... . .. Ohio
Carpenter, Ellen Douglas. . ... Texas
Carter, Rowena Bennett. . .. Tennessee
Clover, Mary Agnes· ......••..... Ohlo
Davis, Allee Lee Kentucky
Davis, Bertledean..... . Tennessee
Downing, Sarah Grace Oklahoma
Fast, Mary Catherine....... . .rowc
Foster, Susan. . Missouri
Gammon, Betty Susan. ..Mlssourl
Garth. Sadie Bell. .Kentucky
Greene. Portia............. California
Hainline, Anna Kathryn. .rntnore
Hoover. Ida S.... . .. Tennessee
Hunt. Mary Aubyn. . .Texas
Jarrell, Ada. Joe.... . ... Texas
Jarrell. Frances. . Tennessee
Jenkins, AI(reda M:ary. . Texas
Johnson. Ophelia. Frances Texas
Jordan, Emily Kathryn Illinois
Kiger, Vernon. . .. 'r'ennesse ...
Landis, Linda. ..Tennessee
rsemtev, Ruth Mildred Ohlo
Lowenberg, Henriette.. . .MIssIsslppl
Magill. Sarah Rankin. . Tennessee
Mahoney. Martha EmUy Tennessee
Matthews, Janet Agatha Mlssourl
McClure, Elizabeth Tennessee
McCrary. Bertlne E :Michlgan
Aikins, Charmian. . Missouri
Anderson, Mary.. . Texas
Andre, Gladys Luvlca. . Illinoilil
Armstrong. Annie. . Georgla
Barse, Grace.... . Te"as
Bartley. Helen. . .. Montana
Barton. Hattie. .Tennessee
Bennett, Hazel Jean Tennessee
Benson. Mary Pickens Arkansas
Blerschwale, Julia. Beck Texas
Blotcky, Anne .........•...... Nebraska
Bowers, Frances.... . .Arkansas
Brahan, Drusilla. . Mississippi
Brewer, Louise Californla
Brower. Lillian....... . Tennessee
Brumbaugh, Beatrice Indlana.
Buchanan, Mary ....•......... Arkansas
McLean, Virginia Ezell Tennessee
McMurry, Sara Elizabeth Tennessee
Moore, Margaret Elbabeth Te:o:cas
Moore. Vivian.... . .•.. Illinois
Mundy, Lol.s. . ... Georgia
Myers. Bessie....... . .. Kentucky
Nell, Elbabeth Jane Tennessee
Palmer, Doris F.... . I{entucky
Parker, Allene. . ... Texas
Parks, Mary Allene... . ... Tennessee
Paterson. Agnes Reed. . .rcwe,
Patrick, Esther WInifred Tennessee
Peacock. Estelle.. . Georgia
PenneWIlI. Josephine Clarke Illlnola
Pepper. Olive Walton. . .. Kentucky
Postal, Geneva Alice.. .Mlchlgan
Rebman, Mamie. . Alabama
Rutherford, Lou Alice. . Ar-kansas
Sager. Esther Juanita. . .. New Mexico
Saint Martin, Cfdet te . .LouisIana.
Scott, Elida Weston. . Missouri
Scott, Ida Winston. . MIssourl
Sloan, Elizabeth Kyle. . .. Arkansas
Spicer, Eunice Martha. . .. Mlnnesota
Steele, Anne Marie. . ... Texas
Supplnger, Lillian. . Kentucky
Thackaberry, Alice r.cctue Illinois
Tippens, Sallye Amanda Tennessee
Turner, Elizabeth Stuart. . .Arkansas
Wagner, Juanita Eugenia Kansas
Waldron, Ruth Allison. .trexae
Walker, Katharine Kenner ... Kentucky
Wesson. Obedience Pointer .. Misalsslppl
White, Jennie Davy... . .. 'rexee
wuc-art. Mildred.. .. Oklahoma
Wolfe. Adelyn Jane NebraaJi:a
Wylie, Ida.. . Alabama
... ' Po
Buck, Sophia Katharine. . .. Illinois
Burford, Lila. . .Georgla
.Burke. Helen.. . Illinois
Carroll, Mlidred.. . Texas
Case. Undine.. . .Alabama
Clark, Helen S. .Pennsylvanla
Clark, Mary Ellen. . Indlana
Clay, Elizabeth. . Alabama
Clemens, Mary Mable. . .. Kansall
Conner, America. . Texas
Cook. Geneva.. . Kansas
Cottingham, Blanche.. . .. I1l1nois
Craig, Elizabeth. . Illinois
Craig, Mattie B.. . Texas
Crane, Mary J. .. Ohio
Curry, Fleta May.. . .Texas
Davenport, Margaret. . .. Illinois'
The Senior Class corresponds to the Sophomore Class ot a standard College;
the Senior Middle, to the Freshman.
The Junior Middle Class corresponds to the fourth year or a standard High
School; the Junior. to the third High_School year; the Sophomore, to the second
year; the Freshman, to the tlrst year.
Irregular Students are those taking one or more Literary Courses whIle work-
Ing In the schools of Music. Art. Expression. Physical Culture. and Home
Economics.
Special Students are those who do not take any Literary studies. They are
all Day Students Who come tram the city tor work In the special schools named
above.
B o N TE L M
Montgamery. Louise .......••.•.. TexY
Moon. Marie ,Oblo
Moriarty, Florence .•..•.•• Pennsylvanla.
:Moses, Natalie .. , •.....•....... Virginia
Muchmore. Hazel ..•... : .•..•... Kansu
Ntcholacn, Ruth A ....•...... Kentucky
Norman, Leah ..........•..... Louisiana
oct, Julia V Missouri
Patt. Lcah 1'11........ . Missouri
Pfetter, Margretta...... . IUlnolll
Ponder. Evelyn , ..•. lIUnolt
Prlce. He:"n. . .......•.... IlIInols
Price. June.... . .....•....• Mlsllourl
l'Inpp, Helen Douglas Ohlo
Ra)·. Amelia Neli.. Tennenee
Regard. Ednabrown... .Loulslana
Regard, Zellne WIICred. .Loulslana
Regen. Louise.. . .. Tennessee
Romlcl'. Lola 1'11... • .....• Ohlo
Roberts. Bertha Mary.. . I11Inols
Roblder. JosephIne. . Georgia
Rowlen. Mary Pancake Ohla
Rubel, Helen E.. . Mlsslsslppl
RUhl. Esther Mlssourl
SllPtodus. Jean. . Mississippi
Scheer. Marilln. . .Kansas
Sellars. Mabel. . .. Mlssourl
Shelton, Elizabeth. . .. 14tsaour!
Shelton, Marjorie H. . Illinois
Shurts. ,Tosephine. . I1l1nols
Silverman, Bess Olt\o.homa
~Ilverman, Frances. . Oklahoma
Singer, Annie.. . .. Georgla
Skinner, Margaret Preston. .Texas
Slntoo, Fletcher.. . .. Aiabama
Sledge, Catherine Valliant. .. MIsslssippl
Smith, Arline. . ..... Oklahoma
Smith, Josephine. . .. Tennessee
SmIth, Mae Lucille. . ... Loulslana
Smith. Zlipah M. . .Ohlo
Snlldon, Martha. D. . ... Tennessee
Snodgrass, Eugenia. . .Alabama
Spivey, Jean.. . ..... Mississippi
Stanfield. Faye. . .. IlIInols
Stout, Leota.. . .. 1'Illssourl
Stroeck, Rose Lee. . . Texas
Stubbs, Hazel. . ..... Colorado
Sutton, Frances... . .Mlssourl
'l'aber, Esther.. . .. Ohlo
l'aylor, Veda. . Iowa
Thomas, Louise E. . .I1l1nols
Thompson, Adelaide.. .Mlchlgan
Trimble. Margaret. IllInols
Turner, Josephine. . I1l1nois
Turney, Frances. . Iowa
Tyl'le. Ellzo.both lrL . Indiana.
Varnedoe. Ella Louise. .Georgia
Voss, Eddie Parrollee. . .. Tennessee
>\'alton, Frances Overton. . .Tennessee
Welch, Mary Ann. ..Kansas
Welch. Merle Ross.. . .. Tennessee
Welch, Mildred. . .I<:cntuckY
Whorley. Louella. . Tennessee
Wilson. Ella Bird. . 111lnols
WitherSPoon, Cornelia. . .Tennessee
Witherspoon. Mary Gladys ... Tennessee
Wood, Helen K. . .Mlssourl
",,'ooley, Helen. . .. Callfornla.
Wootten. Corinne. . ..... Oltlahoma
WYChe, MinnIe.. . .Loulslana
Youngblood. Oleta.. .. Texas
Zimmerman, Elizabeth M. . .. I11Inols
COLLEGE SPECIAL CLASS
Armstrong, Prisc1l\a K. .Arkansas
Barbour, Anjanette D. . ... Ohlo
Booth, Flora L.. . .. Ohlo
Boswell. Ella. . ... Texss
Bowles, Helen. . .IlIlnois
Brabham. Myrtice South Carolina
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Brewster, Elsie.... . Kansas
Brower, Eva Lea. . Tennessee
Brown. Helen.. . .. Loulslana.
Brown, Louise.... . .. Alabama
Bryant, Ola 1'Ifa1Cl. . .Tennessee
Buchanan, Martha. Lynne .... Tennenee
w A R D B E L M o N T
Capp6, 'Della....... . .•... , Texas
CarrIgan, Mary Kim. . Arkansas
Crosser, Elizabeth C · .New York
cruse. Jack " 'r'exaa
Davis, Lucile...... ..; .. Texas
Dole, Mildred H.... . . Indiana
Dulln, Nel\.. . _ Kentucky
Ely, Arlana M...... . .Mississippi
FUll, Gladys..... ..... .Tennessee
Foreman, Bennie Lenora ..... ,Arkansas
Gollihar, Edna. . . 'rexes
Goodman, Ruth M.. . .... 't'enneseee
Hall, Frances Lillian. . .Texas
Harris, Francell...... . Texas
Hayes, Wlllle......... .. Tennessee
Henley, Gladys...... .Tennessee
Hodges, Lou Nelta..... . Texas
Hortmann. Mayre Gretchen Iowa
Rowell. Zelma Grace. ..Arlzona
Hughes, Addle.... . .... 'rCXB.S
Kerr, oenevteve.. . .. Texas
KImmons, Myrtle.. .Tennessee
KIrkman, Kathryn... . .Indlana
Lake, Alberta. ... .MIsslsslppl
Langfo\'d, Zola......... . .Florlda
Lanoe. Margaret. . 'i'exae
Lee, Cora AlIce. . ..... Texns
Lockhart. Ethel.. . .. Tennessee
Logan, Mary...... . .Georgla
Maetze. Rebecca.. .Texas
Mal'Un, Clara I{athryn. . .Kansas
Malles. Helen. . .Iowa
McKee, Verna E...... . .Kentucky
McLean, JennIe Numsen. . ... Texas
Mercer. Hazel W.. .Ohlo
MinIch. Pauline. . .Indlana
Moffitt, FannIe. . .. Tennessee
Moncrief, Ruth. . .. Loulslana
w A R D B
SOPHOMORE CLASS
Montgomery, Frank I1:Unlsslppl
Moore, Ruth.. . , Texas
Mouch. Lola H ...............• Indlana
Norwood. Mildred.. .. . .. Texu
orrenneuser. Marjorie.... . Texas
Parker, Jewel.. . Texas
Parry. Lucy... .Tennessee
Peagler. Myra.. . ... Alabama
Petro. Frances 1\111dred.. . .Kansas
Pitchford. Elysabeth... .MissIssippi
Powell. WInnie.. . .... Texas
Prohaska. Mary Allte Lcctstane,
Ratcliff. Anna May.. ..Loulslana
Rauch. Florence M. . ... Indiana
Robtdet', Luctue . . .Georgla
ROChelle. Ruth Glenn Tennessee
Schuessler. Margaret.. . .. Alabama
Shelburne. Elh;abeth. . ... KentuckY
Sht\l·ard. .reesre Fay. .Loulslana
Shoemaker. Miriam. . .... llIlnols
SklIer s, Evelyn.... . ... MissIssippI
Smith. Luruth. . .Texas
Sparles. Wlllle 'May. . .. Tennessee
Sutton. Dorothy. . .. New York
Tate, Lorena .. MIsslsslpPI
'thomson, Louise Andria .... Alabama
Turney, Eleanor... .. Iowa
vouoe, Madallne.... . Illinois
Wadsworth. Rosa. . .Alabama
Walton, Mattie Myreon. . .. Tennessee
Whaley. Thelma. . .... Oklahoma
White. Hattye Mae. . ... 'rexas
Wilson. Irene A.. . .Ohlo
Wright. Wlnnifred S. ... . .Iowa
Wyche, J{atye... . .. Loulslana
Zigler. lone Marle.. . ..... Louisiana
Zimmerman. Freua. . Oklahoma
Belt, John Ida.... . . Oklahoma
Birmingham. Hazel... . .trenneeeee
Blaydes. Edith... . .. Tennessee
BradleY, ElsIe Mae Tennessell
Brewer, Clarence Bruce.... . .. Texas
Bryan. LouIse.. . .Alabama
Chandler, Frances Corinne .. Mississippi
Clement, Elizabeth. .Tennessee
Coggins. Elizabeth , .Georgln.
Cole. Martha JOllephlne Tennessee
Conger. Laura G.... .Tennessee
Dodson. Orlean.. . . . . .. Tennessee
Edmundson, Julia Ann. .. 'rexes
Embry. Elizabeth.... . .. Tennessee
Emerson, Ruth. . .. 'renneeeee
Fleming, Kathleen E.. .treneeseee
Fleming. Minnie Luther. .trenneesee
Ford, Gladys... . .. Tennessee
Ford. Kathleen. . .. Illlnols
Fowler. Louise M. . .. 'rexcs
Grace. MarIe. . ..... Missouri
Grider, Gladys. .Arlzona
Hager, Louie Mal. ..Tennessee
Harrell. Freddye Loulsiana
Hliburn, Katl1leen AdaIr. . .. Florlda
Hollinshead. Margaret W .... Tennessee
Lawnln. Josephine.. . .. IllinoIs
Long, l'Ilaym"e D.... .Tennessee
PREPARATORY STUDENTS
JUNIOR MIDDLE CLASS
AnthonY, Billie........ .Tennessee
Ashworth. Jennie Allien. Tennessee
AtkIns. Eula.... .Arkansas
Baird, Martha... .Tennessee
Barbee. Margaret Read. .. Tennessee
Bird, Laura Beauchamp ..... MIssouri
Bissett. Hazel.. . .. Tennessee
Brabham. Mary Malone .. South Carolina
Campbell, Blanche... . ... Texas
CarmIchael, lona M.. . ... Alabama
Christoph, Frances D.. . .Wlsconsln
Coke, Jennie WInston. .Kentucky
Coyle, Elizabeth. . .. 'Iennessee
Cullom. Isabella. . .. Tennessee
Davis, Catherine R.... . Tennessee
Dickinson, Leona 1l11nols
Edwards. Gladys J(entucky
Furrh. Bernice.... . .Texas
Gibson. Pearl Mehard. ,Tennessee
Goldner, Cella. . .. Tennessee
Graves. Tullla.. .Oklahoma
Greene. Katherine M. . I1l1nols
GuItar. Mary ElIzabeth Texas
Hall. Mary Avon. . .. Tenne.see
Halle, Emily.. .... .Tennellsee
Hendrick, LouIse.. . .. Tennessee
Herrlcle, Clarissa Harlow.. . .Montana
Holman, LucIle.. . TenneseCle
Hocver, Amy. . ... IllInols
Hopkins. Sarah. . Tennessee
Jacobs, Madeleine Ruttner Alabama
Kerley, Julla........ . . Louisiana
Lane, Jennie Moore....... .Loulslana
Adlckes. Adelle..... . .. Texas
Alklna, Erma Kathleen. . .Mlsscurl
Anderson, Leila Beall... .Texas
Arnald, Winifred. .Montana
Atchison, Emma Morrow .... Tennessee
Berger. Mary Frances... .., .Arlzona
Billingsley, Betty.. . ... Illinois
BoddIe. Dorothy Fay. .MIssissippi
Bodine, Edyt:he Wallace .. Pennsylvanla
Brandt. Margaret DuVall .... Maryland
Burt, Allce.. . .. Mlsslsslppl
Caro, Georgia... . .Alaska
Clower, Willie L. .. Texas
Gope, Elizabeth J.... . .Illinois
Copeland, Caroline E. .Alabama
Craig. Mary Elizabeth ..... New Mexleo
Davlell, Franees Allen..... .Tennessee
Dleltlnson. Mary Lewis .. West VIrginia
Fentrees. Ida Elizabeth Kentucky
Fillher, Edna.......... . Tennessee
Foshee. Mary .... .. Alabama.
Gibbs. eecHe.. . ... Texas
HeIdelberg. Beule. .. Mississippi
HIestand. Gladys I. . .... Illinols
House. Annie James. .Tennessee
Jackson, VIrgInia Ruth LouIsiana
Jacobll, Lightle.. .Tennessee
Jenltlns. Anna May. .1I1lnolll
Johnson, Helen. . ..... Illinoill
Johnston. Olive Isbel. . .. Mlssourl
Jones, Frances Elizabeth Montana
Jones. Lonnie Maplell. . Tennessee
KllIebrevr, Helen Elizabeth Tennessee
Kraft, VirgInia ..•.•......... Kentucky
JUNIOR CLASS
Lampton. Adine.... .. MIslllslllppl
Long, Ruth JAI.Vcnla. . .. Tennessee
Loyd, Eloise.. . .... Mississippi
LUlllty, Madelyn.. . .. Tennessee
Magee. Rosebud. . .I1I1sslsslppl
Molnnls. Mary Lou.... . .Mississippi
Moore. Dorothy Evelyn. . .... 'Iexes
Murray, :Margaret.. . .Callfornla.
Patton, Jeannette. . .Illinois
;Reese. Genevieve.. . .. Ken tucky
Roddy, Ellen D. . .. Tennessee
Roge,,", Semle. . LouIsiana
Roller. Eileen. . Tennesllee
Sandusley, Mary Morris Florida
Shipp. Ruth Sawrle.... . .. Tennesse ...
Skiles, Helen Louise. . .... Illinois
Smith, Bertie..... . .. Loulslana
Bpellings. Mayberry.... . .Texas
Sykes. Frances Louise. .Tennessee
'-'alnter. Charlotte... . ... 1l1lnols
rone, Margaret.... . .. Texas
']"'Imble, Eunice Mae. .Kentucky
Vicars. Lila.. .Virginia
Way. Margaret E. . .. Tennessee
Webb. Iris. .Tennessee
Wefel, Dorothy Alabama
Westmoreland, Esther.. .. Texas
Whidden. Ruby Elaine. . .. Florlda
Williams, Sophia. .... . .. New MexIco
WIlle. Marguerite. . Arlzona
Witherspoon, Ruth Elizabeth .Tennesse'"
Yancey, Elizabeth..... .. Tennessee
Yeatman, Reba Lee... . .. Tennessee
~ •
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/I. Page seventy-oneAllnutt, Ma.ry Alice .•..•...•. MarylandAlston, Helen ..•..•..••.....•.. Georgia
Bartlett, Madge ....•••........ MllI8our1
FRESHMAN CLASS
Bainbridge, Dorothy.. . .Tennessee
Barker, Inez .....•........... Tennessee
Brabham. Helen Virginia ... S. Carollna
Brown, Alice . Texas
Brown. Lucille. . Tennessee
Buckner. Ellzabeth Jackson .. Tennesllee
Cage, Alva Jo.. . .. Tennessee
Clement, Rachel Lee. .Tennessee
Carter, Rubye Lee.... ..'Ie:ta.
Coolee, Mabel H. ... ..Tennessee
Cowden, Ruth. .Tennessee
Cutshaw, Marguerite.. .Kentucky
Darling, Mareelle. .Oklahoma
Eberhart, Gertrude. . .Tennessee
Ed wards, Lucy...... . . Tennessee
Batchelor. Elinor Lois Mlchlgan
Bates. Marie Velma. . .. Alabama
Bell, Louise S... . IUlnols
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Lovin, Fa.nny........... . .Arlzona
Marshall. Mary Belle Tennesllee
MeGee. Frank R West VIrgInia
Merrill, Ellzabeth .....•...... Tennessee
Miller. Edith R , .. Oklahoma
MUllendore. Bessie Oklahoma
Murphy, RubY Dan 'Iexa.s
Orchard. Beverly 'reneeeeee
Pettus. Lady Marie , .. Arkanllas
Powers, Irma Texas
Samuel, Lucile A Lcutatnne
Selley, 1>l:attle Ruth .•........ Tennessee
Shanks, Almll. WllIls Texas
Shropshire. Margaret. ...•.... KentuckY
Simpson. Lcutse .........•...• Tennessee
Smith, Sara.......... . .... Georgln
Snyder. Emma Gene.. . .. New MexIco
Staude, Hilda... . ..... Texas
Taylor. Dena.... . .. LoUlslana
Taylor. Eleanor....... . .. Tennessee
Templeton, Betty.......... . ... Texas
Van Amburg, Helen 'Iennessee
WeIrauch. Leonora C Arkanllas
Whltellell. Llilian Bh·d. . .Tennesllee
Wllllams. Beaale Tennessee
Williamson, Frances A .•..... Tennessee
Woods. Margarett Tennessee
Zlck, Mary Mlidred. . .. MIssourl
LaPlante. Ferne....... . Iowa
Loftus, Marguerite..... . Texas
Love, Dorothy......... . ... Tennellllee
Ml1ler. Allce Leslie..... . .. Kentucky
Mlller, Mary....... .Illinols
Mllllgan. HarrIet.. . Ohlo
Mitchell. Josephine .......•... Oklll.homa
Molltor. Anita. . ..•.... IllInols
Moran. Elizabeth Tenne~see
Myers, Annie Sue Tennessee
Noe, Virginia .......•....... KentuckY
Norman, Nellle Mae.. . .. Loulslanll.
Parsley, Cleo.... . Mlesourl
Potter, MarjorIe. . .Texas
Rebman. Lorena... . .. Alabama
Rogers, Ellzabeth..... . .... Tennessee
Rogers. Ella Mae....... . .. Texas
Schleicher, Mary Agnea Tennessee
3praglns. Susie Echols Alabama
Sudcltum, Sara Tennessee
Thackaberry, Marguerite Illinois
Tlllman. Kathleen.. . Tennessee
Towns, Myrtell. . Texas
Waldrep, EulD.... . _ Alabama
Walker, Row na. . Texas
Warren, Luclill. . Texas
Warren. Margaret. . Tenneesee
Waltll. Martha..... . MlllS!sslppl
Well, Marl......... . Tennessee
Wiggins, Dorothy. . .•... MIssourl
Woodside. Margaret.. . .. Texas
Woolwine. Mildred ..•........ Tennessee
Youngblood, Juanita...... . .'Iexas
FUgo, Margaret M ........•.• 'IennesseB
Garrett, Katharine Kentucky
Helburn, Mary Kentucky
Hewitt. Reba Tennessee
HIll. Ellzal>eth Allen ....•.... Tenneuee
Holllnllhead, Dorlnda '£enneseee
Howe. Inez Wood. . .. New Jersey
Joslln, Euln....... . .. Tennessee
Kumler. Emma...... . Ohlo
Long. Juanita. . .. Tennessee
Love. Anne GreYllon Tennessee
McGowen. Margaret Bee Iowa
Mcintosh, Mildred K .......•. Oklahoma
Mathews, Ma.rlan Adele Tennel5ee
Moseley, Eugenia Fletcher Tennessee
w A R D B w
Munch, t.ue ..
Peterman, Frances ..
Rawls. Martha ..•••.
Roberts, Edith· Scott.
Sharpe, Elizabeth ..
Shwab, Emily ....
.LouIsiana
· .Louisiana
· .Tennessee
· . Tennessee
· .Tennessee
. 'Tennessee
Adams, Florence 111. . .Tennessee
Allen, Carolyn.. . .. Tennessee
Allen, Mary G.. . .. 'r'cnneeeee
Baird. Helen. . .. 'l'ennessee
Bissett, Grace. . .. 'l'ennessee
Caruthers, :MInnie.. . .Tennessee
Clarlc, Laura.. . .. Mississippi
Clarkson, Sarah Ellzabeth .... 'I'ennesse",
Cowden, Mildred.. . .. Tennessee
DIckinson, Martha O. . .rrennessee
Dudley. 'r-revente Dallas. .. Tennessee
Duval, Margaret. Tennessr.e
FithIan, Elizabeth Edith Mlssisslppl
Fuller, Elizabeth. .. 'r'ennessee
Garrabrant, Elsle.. . Tennessee
Gray. Fl'ance~ Alberti. . Tennessee
Hackett, Lyda WlIlls. . .1I11nols
Harl'i~, Dorothy..... . Tennessee
Haston, Evelyn ·· 'I ennessee
Hlggln~, Katherine Hapgood. Tennessee
Ainsworth, Madne.. . .. Colorado
Amls, R<lbecca.. .Tennessee
Bartel, Florence l\L. . .... Indlana
Bond, Artie.. ,.K,:mtucky
Bray, Everlta... . ... Texas
Chattin. Dimple.. .... . ... Tennessee
Coke, Amanda IIIcCutchen. .Kentucky
Davis, Willie Virginia. ,'l'exas
Deen, Grace.... . .Florlda
Detchemendy, Gretchen. ", .. Missouri
mmerecn. Ethel Edward .... Mls~lsslppl
Fisher, June .. ,.. . .Alabama
Florence, Emily Odene... .Georgla
Godwin, Mlttle Louise. . .Tennessee
Greene, Emallne, .. ,Tennes~ee
Halley, Luelle. .. Tennessee
Has~ell. Paullne., .... Tenne~see
Heeter, Hazel T.. .. West Virginia
Hen~on, Katherine. . .. Kentucky
Hill, Irene.. , .. Wlsconsln
Jones, GenevrD..,.... .., .Missouri
Jones, Mayme. . .. Kentucky
Jones, Viola Barrow. .Loulslana
Kendrick, Margaret. . .... Illinois
Kirk, Artelle. . . Texas
Knight, Louise... .. ,. Tennessee
Landers, Loulse.. ,Tennessee
Allensworth, Minnie.. . .... Tennessee
Anderson, Mrs. W. R. ., .Tennessee
Andrews, Mildred. . .... Tennessee
Arnold, Helen. .. Wisconsin
AuI, Louise..... . .Tenne~see
Bayer, Helen Elizabeth .... Tennessee
Beal, Bessie Mal. .Tennessee
Beasley, Susie Mal.. . ... 'rennessee
Bell, Maggie.... . .. Tennessee
Benedict, Louise. . .. Tennes~ee
Bernstein, Clarence, Jr Tennessee
Bernstein, Phllllp Tennessee
.Black, Ella D.. . Tennessee
Blanks, Nova Lynn. ..Tennessell
Bledsoe, Frances ... ,. . .. Tennessee
Bogle, Elizabeth..... . ..... Tennessee
E L M o N T
Donegan, Mary ......•....... ·-renneeeee
Dorman, Bessie , .. , Tennessee
Dorris, Bernice ,..... . .Tennessee.
Dor-rls, Luelle ..•.......... · .. Tennessee
Drane. Wesley , .. Tennessee
Draper, Bessie.......... . .. Tennenee
Early, Evelyn Tennessee
Ensor, Bertha..... . .Tennessee
Evans, Frances. . ,Tennessee
Ewing, Llewellyn .........•.. Tennessee
Fain, Dorothy.. . Tennessee
Faw, Kernan. . .Tennessee
Fentress, AllIne...... . ... Tennessee
Foster, Ruth.... . .. Tennessee
Fry, Dora Mae....... .Tennessee
Fry, Josephine. . ... Tennessee
Fuller, Elizabeth..... . .. Tennessee
Fulton, Mrs. Luelle S. . Tennessee
Gerry, Christine E Tennessee
Gillespie, Mnmle Louise Tennessee
GlImer, Nora.. . .. Virginia
Hall. Eleanor.... .Tennessee
Hall, Laura... .... .Tennessee
Hallock, Mrs. E. D. .. Tennessee
Hardwick, Mrs, N. P. .Tennessee
Harrington, Mildred A ..... Tennessee
Hayes, Annie Lee v,, • •• Tennessee
Hayes, Annie Maye. . .Tennessee
Heg'e, Floro. B. .. . . . . . . .. . . .Kansas
Hlcltman, May Soencer Tennessee
Hitchcock, seee.. .trenneeeee
Hood, Elmo C. ..'l'ennessee
Hopkins, Glenn. .Tennessee
Hop kf na, Leslle. .Tennessee
House, Sarah Park. . Tennessee
Hudson, Mrs. Thos. M Tennessee
James, Ruby.. . .. Tennessee
Jarratt, Aubrey. ..Tennessee,
Jennings, paullne. .Tennessee
J"obllng, Mrs. J. W. .. Tennessee
Johnson,. Mary Ellzabeth ..... Tennessee
Jones, Beatrice.. .trenneesee
Jones, Carolyn. . Tennessee
Jones, Catherine.... . .... Tennessee
Kadel. Ruby.......... .Tennessee
Killebrew, rcemertne Tennessee
Killebrew, Martha Tennessee
King, Mary Ethel... . .Tennessee
Knox, Gladys.. . Tennessee
Lallemand, Freedo. Mal Tennessee
Landis, Mary.... . .. Tennessee
Levy. HLzel L. ..Tennessee
Levy, Leah Belle. ... . .. Tennessee
Lindsley, Henrietta. . Tennessee
Luke, Mrs. Lucy W. . Tennessee
Lunsford, Julla. . Tennessee
Lusk, Mrs. Robert. .Tennessee
Mahoney, Mary.. . .. Tennessee
Manlove, Mary.. . .',rennessee
Matthews, Mrs. D, .'Tennessee
McBride, Euclld.. . .Tennessee
MeGill, Annie Kendl·lck Tennessee
McGugln, Lucy Ann. . .. Tennessee
McPherson, Helen Wallace ... Tennessee
McQul.<ldy, Marlon Sue. . .. Tennessee
McReynolds, George. . .Kentucky
MeCoy, :Mary Ed. ..Tennessee
MelfH'S, Marguerite.. . ... Tennessee
Mendelsohn, Louise. . . Tennessee
A R D E M N
Stapp, Mozelle ..
Thompson. Harriet.
Trabue, Olivia ..
Truett, Margaret Louise .
Warner, Martha Wooten .
Wl111ams, Marlon E .
. .. Tennessee
.... .Mlssourl
. .. Tennessee
.. .New York
. .. Tennessee
.. Illinois
GRAMMAR SCHOOL STUDENTS
PREPARATORY SPECIAL CLASS
SPECIAL STUDENTS
Higgins, Lucia Comella. .Tennessee
Rowse, Elizabeth. . . 'j'ennessee
Hubbs, Mary Neville.. ..Tennessee
Hudson, Annie Mary. . .Tennessee
Ingram, Harriett W. .trenneseee
Jones, Ella Helen. . Oldahoma
Leonal'd, .J'ea.n , . . Tennessee
J~ucl" Susan. . .'l'ennessee
Milum, oetc B. ..Tennessee
Morelli. Whitfield. .. Tennessee
Ogilvie, Mabel. . .. Tennessee
Parman, :Martha. . .. Tennessee
Price. Virginia. . .Tennessee
Riddlo, Virginia .. Tennessee
Settle, Esther. . Tennessee
Wa"den, Mar-g'a.ret. Lindsley .. Tenne~see
Wheeler, Emma Lou. . .u-enneesee
Wilkinson, Jennie., .... Tennessee
,"Vilson, Mary Elizabeth. . .. Tennessee
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Lisenby, Jessie. . ... Texas
Lofton, Helen Dolly. . Arkansas
McLennan. Elizabeth. . 111lnols
Marks, Aimee B. . .. Kentucky
Moore, Grace E... .'rennessee
Moss, Ruth Lavern. . Tennessee
Mott, Irene. . New aersey
01'1', Anne.... . Tennessee
Pecl" nee . ..Texas
Peck, Josephine. . ... Texas
p rtonett, Thelma. . .... t.cutetene,
Reynolds, Lois. .Mlsslsslppl
Rives, Luelle. ..Texas
Rominger, Hallie. . .. Texas
gnnrord, Anne......... . ... Tennessee
Sears, M. Kathryn.. ..Mlssisslppl
Sharp, Jama. .. Tennessee
Spence, Florence. .., .New Mexico
Taylor, Helen D. . Georgia
Thompson, Catherine Mlssourl
'I'dce, Mary. . Tennessee
Trull, Madelyn. . .. Massachusetts
Walker, Emma. .. Texa~
Weeks, Joan E. . I111nols
White, Jackie. . Texas
Willetts, Ruth Potter. .I1.11nols
•
Brackin, Ellene.. . Tennessee
Bransford, Anne Dudley. .. Tennessee
Brown, Hermosa. . .Mlssourl
Brown, Virginia.... . .. Tennessee
Buchanan, Mal..... .. Tennessee
Burroughs. Mrs. G. W. . .. Tennessee
Bush, Fannie May. ... .Tennessee
Carpenter, Rachel..... . .Tennessee
Carter, Leah.... . . Tennessee
Carter, Thomas.. . Tennessee
Chapman, Ruth. . Tennessee
Cohen, Hazel Lai... . Tennessee
Compton, Nell.......... . .Tennessee
Cooper, Mrs. Robin..... .Tennessee
Cotton, Mary Yoxal1 Tennessee
Cowden, Eleanora W. . . .Tennessee
B L o T
Miller, Charlene .. , .• , ..•.•.• Tennuse •
Morgan, Viva Grace., ...•... Tennessee
Morris, Edna Earl .....•.. , .. Tennessee
Morrlney, Margaret 'reneeseee
Morrow, Margaret E ..•... , .Tennessee
Moxley, Dorothy E 'r.ennenee
Murphree, Evelyn Tennessee
Nelson, Virginia , Tennessee
Nenon, Gertrude.... .. Tennessee
Newell, ArUne H Tennene.
Nichols, Hattie..... . Tennessee
owsrer, Ruth........... . .. Tennessee
Parker, Fitzgerald, Jr Tennessee
Phllllps, Mrs. J. H Tennessee
Pickett, Allee. . Tennessee
Pilcher, Catherine Berry Tennessee
Regen, Martha...... . 'I'en neesee
Rhea, Frances Preston.. . 'renneeeee
nippy, Mrs. Fred J. . .. 'r'enneesee
Rcberts. Mrs. Jack. . .Tennessee
Salter, Mildred....... .. Tennessee
Savage. Leslie Nelson. . 'j'enneesee
Seale, Margaret. Tennessee
Settle, Mary Marshall Tellnessee
Sherley, Elizabeth Gott. . .Tennessee
Simon. Hazel 'renneeeee
SkInner, Eula Mae Tennessee
Slater. Helen.. .. . . Tennessee
Smartt, Mrs. Wm... ..Tennessee
Smith, Eudora A.... ..Tennessee
Smith, Ml's. H. L. . .... 'I'ennenee
Smith, Marie... .Tennessee
Smith, Mli~ord.. . . ']jennessee
Smith. Roberto.. .trenneeeee
Stephens, Inez..... . .. Tennessee
Stlvers. Mrs. Mark... .., 'renneeaee
Stocleell, Mrs. F'r-ank , .. Tennessee
Stokes, Adrienne..... . .. Tennessee
Street, Katherine.... . .Tennessee
Stuart, Blanche. . ... Tennessee
'I'u.ylo r , Annie M... .. Tennessee
Thuss, Clemence.... . .. Tennessee
Tolmle, Margaret Phillips .. Tennessee
Tudey, Mnry. . 'ren,lIees.e
Turnbull. JuHa... .Tennessee
Vaden, Luellie. . . Tennessee
Vlck, Mrs. E. H.. . .Tennessee
'Wade, Dorothy. . .Tennessee
Waller, Martha N. . Tennessee
Warner, Emily. . .. Tenne8see
Watkins, Vivian. . .. Tennessee
Weakley, Martha. .. Tennessee
Webb, Susanna.... . .Tennes8ee
Weinstein, Beatrice. . .. Tenneasee
W'elnsteln, Bernard. .'rennessae
Wells, .T ennle TenlleS.'lee
Westenberger, Kathleen. . .. Tennessee
Wheeler. Elizabeth.. .. Tennessee
Wheeler, NIna Lloyd.... .'l'ennessee
Whitsett, Louise....... . .Tennessee
Whittemore, Mrs. W. M. . .. Tennessee
Wilkerson, Dc'·othy Tenness/le
Williams, Carolyne. . '" Tanneusee
Wllson. Florine E. . Tennessee
Woll, Lculse A. . .. 01,lahoma
Woods. Paul....... . .. Tennessee
Woods, Sallie Mal. ..... Tennessee
Young, Evelyn. .. Tennessee
Zander. Reba. . Tennessee
RECAPITULATION
BOARDING STUDENTS BY STATES
It ~
• ~;
u
t/ J
I
I
I'
I
Alabama
Alaska 1
Arizona ........•................. 6
Arkansas ......•........ 16
Calltornla , ,............. 7
Colorado .......•................. , 2
Florida 6
Georc:la ..... . ... " •••... 14
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U
H
"33,,
Iillnols .
Indiana .
Iowa
Kansas ...
Kentucky
Louisiana'
Maryland
),(aess.chuselts .....••...••..•.
Blerschwale, Julla Beck .. , .. , Te~as
Jenkins, LIllian Maurice .. , Illinols
Mitchell, Hllda Carter.,... , .. Te:>:as
FIRST YEAR COLLEGE CERTIFICATE PUPILS
Ray, Amelia Nell. ... .... ..Tennessee
'Thomson, Louise Andria. . .. Alabama
Voss, Eddie Parrollee.. . ... Tennessee
w A R D B E L M o w A R o N T
MIchigan .. ,
Minnesota
MIssissippi
Missouri
llontana
Nebraska
New Jersey .....
New Mexico
New york
0hio
Oklahoma
N T
•,
aa
ar•a,,
2
"is
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina.
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia ..
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Billingsley, Betty ..
care. Georgia ...
Gibbs, Ceclle." ....
Jenkins. Anna May.
John~ton. Olive Isbel ..
Jones, Frances Elizabeth.
Long, Ruth LaVonls..,
3,
3
as
. ...•• 98
3
3
3
BlaCkman, Mar-y Book ..
Carter, Leah.
Gillespie, Mamie LOUise.
Boardln<; stuClents from thirt)·-
{our States and Atasua 5'0
Paterson, Agnes Reed.
GRADUATE IN THE WARD_BELMONT CLASSICAL C.OURSE
..Iowa
Adams, Cecilia Allen , .. Tex~s
Anderson, Mary Van Rensselaer.Illlnols
Barton, Carrie., .. Tennessee
Blackman, Mary Boolt. . .Tennessee
Brown, Amelia Elizabeth, ' " .callfo~nla
Burns, Nell ,Vlr~lllia
Burts, Bess Gordon. . ... 'I'ex aa
Carl. Mary Ellzabeth.. . .Ohlo
Carpenter. Ellen Douglas. . .trexas
Clover, Mary Agnes. .Ohio
Davis, Allee Lee. . .Kentucky
Davis, ac-ueeean. . Tennessee
Downing, Sarah Gr-ace,. . .omenoroe
Fast, Mary Catherine. .rcwc
Foster, auee,n.. .Missouri
Gammon, Betty Susan., ., .. Missourl
Garth, Sadie neu. ... Kentucky
Greene, Por-tta.. ,.Callfornla
Halnllne, Anna Kathryn... . .. Illinois
Hoover, Ida S, ' , . Tennessee
Hunt, Mary Aubyn . ..Texas
Jarrell, Ada Joe. ,. 'I'exas
Jarrell, Frances. . Tennessee
Jenkins. Alfreda Mary. Texas
Johnson, Ophelia Frances" ,Texas
Jordan, EmilY Kathryn.. , .. Ililnois
Landis, Linda, .. , ,Tennessee
Lemley, Ruth Mildred. , .. Ohio
Lovrenburg, Henriette, ... Mlssisslppi
Mahoney, Martha Emlly. "Tennessee
Matthews. Janet Agatha, .. Mtsecu rr
McLean, Virginia Ezell. ,Tennessee
McMurry, Sara Elizabeth .... Tennessee
1Il0ore, lIIargaret Elizabeth. . .. 'I'exaa
Moor-e, Vivian.. ,.Illinols
1I,rundy, Lois. . .. Georgla
Myer-a, Bessie, .. Kentucky
Nell, Elizabeth Jane.. . ... Tennessee
Palmer, Doris F. ,. .Kentuckv
Pn.rke r , Allene. . ..... 'Texas
Pal'ltS, Mary Allene. . .• Tennessee
Peacock, Estelle. . ..... Georg!a
Pennewlll, Josephine Clarke., .. rntnote
Pepper, ouve Walton. . .Kentucky
Postal, Geneva Alice, , , .... Michigan
Rutherford, Lou Attce.. . .. Arkansas
Sager, Esther Juanita ,New xrextcc
Saint Martin, Cidette. . r.cutstene
Scott, Elida Weston, Mlssourl
Scott, Ida Winston .. ,.. ..'Mlssourl
Sloan, Elizabeth Kyle. .Artcaneaa
Spicer, Eunice Martha. . .Minnesota
Supp!nl;er, Lillian.. ",. ,Kentuclty
Thackaberry, Allee Lucile, Illinois
Tippens, Sallye Amanda Tennessee
Turner, Elizabeth Stuart. Arkansas
Wagner. Juani~a Eugenia... ,Kansas
Waldron, Ruth Allison.. ..Texas
Walker, Katharine Kenner Kentucky
Wesson, Obedience Pointer .. Mlssisslppl
White, .rennie Davy,. . ... Texas
Wolfe, Adelyn Jane. . . Nebraska
Wylie, Ida ..' .Alabama
D B E L M
· .Illlnols
· ,Alaska
.... Texas
· . Illinois
.Missourl
... Montana
.trennessee
Moore, Dorothy Evelyn ,. Texall
Sandusky, Mary Morris. , Florlda
Sklles, Helen Louise... ... . .. Illinois
Trimble, Eunice Mae. ., ... Kentucky
Witherspoon, Ruth E., .. ". 'r'enneeeeee
Yeatman, Reba Lee.. ,..••••• Tennessee
HOME ECONOMICS CERTIFICATE PUPIL
Carrigan, Mary Kim, ... Arkansas
GRADUATES AND CERTIFICATE PUPILS
GRADUATE IN THE WARD-BELMONT GENERAL COURSE
PIANO CERTIFICATE PUPILS
.. .n-enneseee
. ... Tennessee
. .. 'Tenn",ssee
Hopkins, Glenn..
Smith, Roberta .
. .trenneseee
.... Tennessee
EXPRESSION CERTIFICATE PUPILS
Burt, Alice. .Mlsslssippl Shipp, Ruth aawrte .
Foster. Susan.. . .:Mlssourl Sloan, Elizabeth Kyie.
Fry. Dora ~Iae. . ... Tennessee Thomson, Louise Andria ..
Hu wkln s, Ruth. . ., 'Texas Turner, Ellzabeth Stuart,.
Howell. Zelma Grace, Arlzona Voss, Eddie Parrollee.
Hutton, Violet. . .. , , Tennessee Waldron. Ruth AllIson.
Killebrew. Helen Ell:l:abeth Tennessee
VOICE CERTIFICATE PUPIL
Kirltmnn, Kathryn ... .Ind!ana
ART CERTIFICATE PUPIL
Whale)', 'rneimc.. .okiancme
Rel;ard, zeune wuneu.
Varnedoe, Ella Louks e..
DOMESTIC SCIENCE CERTIFICATE PUPILS
..• Louisiana Walton. ~Iatlle Myreon.
. ... Georll'la
GRADUATES IN THE SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
Saint Martin, Cldette.
Steele, Anne Marie,
Wltcraft, Mildred.
.., .. Louislana
...... ,. ,Texas
.., ... Oklahoma
Cameron, Helen Margaret. Illinols
Carter, Rowena Bennett. Tennessee
Landis, Linda...... . '£ennessee
McClure, Elizabeth. . .Tennessee
Kiger, Vernon,
GRADUATE IN PIANO
.. Tennessee
GRADUATES IN HOME ECONOMICS
Adams, Cecllla Allen,.. . .... Texas
Magill, Sar!lh RankIn, Tennessee
McCra"., Bertine E. " , .. Michlgan
Moore, Margaret Elbabeth.. , . Texas
Patrick, Esther Winifred ... 'Tennessee
Pen newill, .JosephIne Clarke .. ·· Illinois
Rebman. Mamie .. ,., .Alabama
Wolre, Adelyn Jane. "Nebraska
HIGH SCHOOL CER'I'IFICATE PUPILS
Alltlns, Erma Kathleen.. .,.MIJlsourl Atchison, Emma Morrow. ,Tennessee
Arnll.ld, WlnUred., ?lontana Berger, Mary Frances,., Arlzona Page seventy-five
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.. -rennessee
, .. Arkansas
.. Alabama
.. Arkansas
, ,'l'ennessee
.. Texas
... Tennessee
.\, ,. .
",
